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Executive Summary

Google welcomes the opportunity to engage with the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission on its Preliminary Report as part of the Digital Platforms Inquiry. We appreciate the considerable time and effort the ACCC has spent reviewing submissions, meeting with interested parties, and assembling the Preliminary Report. We recognise the significance of the issues addressed in the Preliminary Report. We also appreciate the ACCC’s willingness to consider further input from interested parties to refine its analysis and recommendations.

This executive summary provides an overview of Google’s support for journalism and our approach to regulation, followed by our position on the specific Preliminary Recommendations and Areas for Further Analysis in the Preliminary Report.

A. Journalism in a Time of New Opportunities and Challenges

The growth of new online technologies has brought tremendous benefits to consumers and businesses alike. Google provides tools and services that many people in Australia use in their everyday lives such as Search, Maps, and YouTube. Millions of businesses have flourished by using online platforms like ours to provide new products and services to consumers globally.1

The Preliminary Report observes that the Internet has presented new opportunities and challenges for news publishers, a situation Google has long acknowledged.2 The Internet has brought increased competition through expanded user access to news from publications around the world. The cost of researching and distributing news online has declined and sparked competition from new entrants such as specialist blogs and online-only news sites. Traditionally profitable sections of print newspapers such as real estate and classifieds, which once offset the cost of researching and reporting quality journalism, now face competition from online sites. At the same time, advertising has evolved. Online advertising provides advertisers of all sizes with richer tools to reach their target audience and measure the impact of their investment.3 These trends have been ongoing for more than two decades and present challenges for news publishers, just as the growth of television and radio presented challenges in years past.

Even in the face of these challenges, Google and the news industry have common goals. People come to Google Search to find relevant and useful search results. Google’s business model centres on making its search results as relevant and useful as possible in order to attract users, which is necessary to draw in advertisers. For this reason, when users search for news, we want to provide them with relevant results from sites with quality journalism. This is why we invest in helping news organisations develop innovative ways to serve consumers and generate revenues that will sustain the news industry’s continued vitality. We help users discover news content from more than 1,000 Australian publishers and 80,000 publishers globally. When we provide relevant search results to users, news publishers receive valuable traffic that generates ad revenue and new subscribers. We also help publishers of all sizes earn

---


revenue through AdSense and other publisher tools. In 2018, we paid USD$14.2 billion to partners globally, which constituted more than 70% of the revenues earned from displaying ads served by Google on partners’ properties.4 We also support public interest journalism directly through initiatives like the Google News Initiative. Australian publishers have already benefited from funding for development in video storytelling, cost offsets for cloud computing, and newsroom training.

B. Google Supports Smart Regulation

Many laws and regulations have contributed to the Internet’s vitality: competition and consumer protection laws, privacy, and advertising regulations to name just a few. These laws reflect trade-offs that help society reap the benefits of new technologies, minimise societal costs, and respect fundamental rights. As technology evolves, legal frameworks must evolve as well. The ACCC’s inquiry provides a timely opportunity to review these issues in light of technological change.

Google supports smart regulation. As we noted in a recent blog post, “We don’t see smart regulation as a singular end state; it must develop and evolve. In an era (and a sector) of rapid change, one-size-fits-all solutions are unlikely to work out well. Instead, it’s important to start with a focus on a specific problem and seek well-tailored and well-informed solutions, thinking through the benefits, the second-order impacts, and the potential for unintended side-effects.”5

Legal and regulatory development is most effective when it starts with a focus on specific problems and seeks tailored solutions based on robust evidence and the potential benefits and negative consequences. This approach is consistent with the Australian Government Guide to Regulation, which states that any regulation imposed should “offer an overall net benefit.”6 The Guide requires that new regulations be accompanied by an assessment that:

- defines the problem;
- considers whether the problem should be addressed by the government and whether government intervention will work;
- considers all of the viable solutions including the option of not increasing regulation; and
- considers the cost of the regulation, including to consumers and other parties, and whether it is greater than the benefit.7

We believe the Preliminary Recommendations and Areas for Further Analysis should be assessed in light of these guidelines.

---

7 Id. at 6-7.
C. Google’s Position on the Preliminary Recommendations and Areas for Further Analysis in the Preliminary Report

The remainder of the executive summary addresses the Preliminary Recommendations and Areas for Further Analysis in the Preliminary Report.

1. Google Supports Public Interest Journalism

Google users benefit when they are able to find high quality authoritative sources relevant to their search queries. We benefit when users are able to find what they are searching for on Google because they are more likely to return. It is in our interest to support quality digital journalism. We do so through the global USD$300 million Google News Initiative and we work directly with news publishers to help them succeed online. This includes encouraging quality local journalism through training and technical support programs and assisting the efforts of news publishers to generate additional revenue through advertising, paid content, and reader revenue. As part of the Google News Initiative, we recently launched the Asia-Pacific Innovation Challenge, which will fund news organisation proposals that increase revenue from readers, with selected projects receiving funding of up to USD$300,000 and 70% of the total project cost.

We also help news publishers (both large and small) distribute their content to a broader audience at a lower cost relative to traditional print distribution methods. In 2018, we referred more than two billion clicks to Australian news websites. Our efforts to help news publishers succeed online benefit our users who search Google to find relevant information from a broad range of high quality publishers.

The Preliminary Report suggests a number of ways in which government can directly support public interest journalism. As the Issues Paper and Preliminary Report both recognise, the benefit to society from public interest journalism is greater than the amount many individual news subscribers are willing to pay. The Preliminary Report proposes mechanisms to bridge the gap between the public benefit and the private willingness to pay. For example, the Preliminary Report considers direct support of public interest journalism through tax offsets for costs to produce public interest journalism, making personal news subscriptions tax deductible, and continuing and potentially expanding the Regional and Small Publishers’ Jobs and Innovation Package. Google supports these proposals.

Google also supports the Preliminary Report’s news literacy proposal, which suggests a broad campaign targeted at all Australians to improve their understanding of how news is displayed on digital platforms.

2. Google Supports Effective and Transparent Regulatory Review of Mergers

The vast majority of mergers do not give rise to competition concerns. Only a small percentage of mergers that are notified in Australia are reviewed in-depth by the ACCC. Mergers and acquisitions in the technology sector have been an important driver of innovation and investment. Early stage acquisitions, for example, provide an opportunity for early investors who risked their capital in a startup to exit with a positive return (even before a public offering). Mergers can also unlock significant efficiencies, including new products that could not be successfully developed or brought to market by either firm alone. Nonetheless, effective regulatory review is critical to ensure that such activity is not anticompetitive.

---

Google supports amendment of Australia’s merger law to improve transparency. We support the ACCC’s proposal to amend Section 50(3) of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (“CCA”) to add (i) “the likelihood that an acquisition would result in the removal of a potential competitor” and (ii) “the amount and nature of data to which the acquirer would likely have access,” as statutory factors to be considered in merger analysis. Those factors are already routinely considered by the ACCC in appropriate cases. This Preliminary Recommendation will make current practice explicit in the CCA and add valuable transparency to the merger review process.

Google welcomes engagement with the ACCC about advanced notice of transactions. The Preliminary Report also recommends that “large digital platforms” provide advanced notice of their acquisitions of businesses with activities in Australia. We would welcome discussions with the ACCC about the appropriate circumstances and process for providing prior notice of any acquisitions.

3. Google Supports Strong and Balanced Privacy and Data Protection Regulation—Further Analysis is Needed Before Implementing Specific Changes

Google is committed to transparency and empowering users to control their data. Our Privacy Policy is informed by feedback from user testing and explains what information we collect and why we collect it. We use clear and easy to understand language and include explanatory videos to illustrate how our Privacy Policy works. Google users can visit their Google Account page at any time to update, manage, export, and delete their information.

Google supports smart regulation and innovative ways to address consumer concerns related to privacy and data protection in Australia and around the world. This includes the development of baseline “rules of the road” for data protection like those that currently exist in the Australian Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) (“Privacy Act”). We published a “Framework for Responsible Data Protection Regulation” and an accompanying blog post in September 2018 to outline our views on privacy law reform. This Framework addresses the requirements, scope, and enforcement expectations that we believe should be reflected in all effective data protection laws, and is based on our experience providing services that rely on personal data and our work to comply with evolving data protection laws around the world.

The Preliminary Report proposes various privacy and data protection initiatives, including amendments to the Privacy Act, codes of conduct, a third-party certification scheme, and individual causes of action. We appreciate that the Preliminary Report presents a number of options, which reflects the ACCC’s willingness to explore a range of legal proposals for smart, interoperable, and adaptable data protection regulations. We look forward to further dialogue to ensure the final recommendations serve the interests of consumers while enabling the growth of businesses that generate revenues from online advertising. Any new legislation as a result of these Preliminary Recommendations and Areas for Further Analysis should also be subject to consultation with Australian consumers and businesses.

It is our firm belief that any privacy-related recommendations made by the ACCC should apply to all organisations that are currently subject to the Privacy Act, not just digital platforms or organisations that meet a particular threshold. Any new legislation should also reflect widely shared principles of data protection. Organisations, including Google, have invested heavily in compliance with the Privacy Act, the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (“GDPR”), the Fair Information Practices Principles (“FIPPs”), Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) Privacy


12 For example, the Australian Law Reform Commission could conduct an inquiry on these issues, as they have in previous reviews of the Privacy Act.
Principles, the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (“APEC”) Privacy Framework, and other existing regulatory approaches.

Finally, some of the Preliminary Recommendations address areas that are already governed by the Privacy Act and the Australian Privacy Principles. We believe it would be beneficial if the Final Report provided an analysis of the specific deficiencies in existing laws to be remedied by the suggested legislative amendments.

4. Additional Regulatory Oversight of Favouring and News Ranking is Unnecessary

The Preliminary Report proposes new regulatory oversight of digital platforms’ favouring of their own products and ranking of news. However, the Preliminary Report does not identify any instances in which Google allegedly favours its own products that is anticompetitive. Should the ACCC believe there are credible concerns in the future, it has the power and authority under existing law to investigate them. The Preliminary Report also provides no evidence that regulatory review of Google’s algorithms and potential recommendations for more disclosure about Google’s news ranking would lead to higher quality search results as opposed to incentivising gaming of Google’s algorithms.

4.1. Claims of Anticompetitive Favouring Can be Addressed by Existing Regulations

The ACCC has long acknowledged that vertical integration, and the development and promotion of new products and services are often procompetitive. We integrate products to create a better end-to-end solution for our customers or introduce a new type of search result to better respond to user queries. These are examples of innovations that clearly benefit consumers and that will rarely raise competition law concerns. Yet the Preliminary Report suggests monitoring and reporting on all instances where a digital platform promotes or allegedly favours its own products and services, when it is clear that most of these cases do not present any competitive concern.

In display advertising, the Preliminary Report makes no finding that Google has market power and does not allege any specific anticompetitive favouring. In fact, the Preliminary Recommendation is based on a few hypothetical scenarios that are either implausible or unlikely to be anticompetitive.

In relation to Search, the Preliminary Report notes that Google’s promotion of certain results (such as Google Shopping) could raise concerns. The Preliminary Report cites the European Commission’s decision on Google Shopping, which Google is appealing, as the basis for such concerns. The Preliminary Report does not, however, acknowledge the numerous agencies and courts throughout the world that have cleared Google of allegations of anticompetitive favouring. Courts and agencies in the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Brazil, Taiwan, and Germany analysed various types of Google’s search results (shopping, local, weather, maps, etc.) and found clear consumer benefits that outweighed complaints from competitors or websites seeking more traffic. Notably, all of the investigations of Google’s search and search advertising around the world have been conducted under existing competition laws, without the need for the creation of new sectoral regulators or regulations.

4.2. Publisher Concerns About Referral Traffic Do Not Justify New Regulation

Search is Google’s core business and has driven Google’s success since our earliest days as a company. As the Preliminary Report acknowledges, Google provides users with relevant search results, including

13 See, e.g., ACCC, Merger Guidelines 2008 (updated November 2017), at paras 5.18-5.21 (“It is often the case that vertical mergers will promote efficiency by combining complementary assets/services which may benefit consumers...In the majority of cases, non-horizontal mergers will raise no competition concerns”), https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Merger%20guidelines%20-%20Final.PDF.
results related to news.  Google’s search results represent our view of the results most relevant to a user query, as reflected in how we design our algorithms. We provide explanations and tools for publishers and businesses to understand how Google Search works. However, the fine details of how our algorithms work are some of our most sensitive business secrets, are critical to our competitive success, and are the output of enormous investment in continuous innovation. We believe government regulation of our search results with regard to the treatment of certain news publishers’ content should be considered only in response to the strongest, clearest evidence of harm to consumers. The Preliminary Report does not find any such evidence—to the contrary, the Preliminary Report correctly explains that Google has an interest in providing relevant news results to users. There is also no evidence that Google is reducing search result quality in order to divert traffic from news publishers.

**Google’s product is search; news media referrals are only possible if we provide users relevant results.** Google’s objective is to provide users with relevant search results. News sites receive valuable traffic from Google only when users are able to find relevant results in response to their queries. Google is not competing in a market for “news media referrals.” News sites do not contract with us to receive referrals, and news sites do not pay us to receive referrals from our organic results. The Preliminary Report does not contain any evidence or analysis showing that there is a market for “news media referral services,” or that Google even competes in such a market. The Preliminary Report also does not give proper weight to the fact that these referrals exist because Google provides relevant results to users.

We also dispute the Preliminary Report’s finding of market power in “news media referrals” based on Google’s alleged 28% of referrals to news publishers. Third-party available data show that Google only accounts for approximately 18% of total traffic that the top 40 Australian news sites receive from apps, direct navigation, and third-party sites (excluding navigational queries, over which Google has no influence because users would otherwise input the site directly into the browser’s URL field). Moreover, the Preliminary Report finds that consumers directly accessing news sites is the largest source of visits, accounting for 43% of all visits to news sites.

**Google provides transparency without allowing algorithm gaming.** The Preliminary Report acknowledges that Google provides a level of transparency about our algorithms and that more detailed disclosure of information about how Google ranks news articles could allow some sites to “game” or “manipulate” Google’s algorithms. Without revealing our exact ranking criteria, we have provided extensive guidance to publishers about how Google approaches search ranking, as well as a 164-page document laying out the principles Google uses to determine what makes for a good-quality set of search results. Furthermore, the output of Search is freely available to all and is generally consistent across users in the same region. As a result, experiments can readily be performed to test how media content is treated by our algorithms without additional regulation. The Preliminary Report suggests that Google could disclose more. However, we do not have any incentive to withhold useful information about ranking where it would help sites improve instead of game the results to the

---

14 Preliminary Report at 100.
15 Id. at 109.
16 Calculations based on data from Similarweb and App Annie; see, id. at section 4.1.2.
17 Id. at 62.
detriment of users, nor does the Preliminary Report make such a finding. The Preliminary Report also
does not explain how a regulator would be better equipped to determine the optimal amount of disclosure
about Google’s ranking algorithms.

Snippets benefit users and news publishers. Google, like other search engines, displays “snippets,”
which are short extracts of text from websites, in our search results to help users decide whether a
particular site’s content is relevant before they click the link. The Preliminary Report acknowledges that
snippets benefit users and news publishers, but suggests that news headlines combined with snippets
“may” cause “some consumers” not to click on article links. However, the Preliminary Report finds no
evidence that snippet length “significantly adversely affects click-through rates” or of any “direct
correlation or causation” between the two. While we are open to suggestions about “optimising” snippet
length, nothing suggests that concerns about snippets are a basis for monitoring of our ranking of news
by a regulator.

Flexible Sampling provides news publishers control of access to free content. It is a fundamental
principle of Google Search that a user should see what our systems see when they access the same web
page. Having a publisher present the full text of an article to us, but not to our users (instead, a pop-up, a
paywall, or other more nefarious forms of “bait-and-switch” practices) harms the user experience.
Nevertheless, to encourage users to access subscription-based news content and create promotional
opportunities for publishers, Google created an opt-in technology for publishers called First Click Free
(“FCF”) in 2008. Publishers that implemented FCF would enable users to click from Google results to a
news article without hitting a paywall. While FCF balanced the interests of users in being able to access
content with the interests of news publishers in promoting subscription and paywall models, Google went
further in advancing publisher interests when we replaced FCF with Flexible Sampling in 2017. This
approach lets news publishers determine the amount of free content they provide users. The Preliminary
Report concludes that Flexible Sampling appears to have “made a meaningful difference to news
publishers” and recognises the benefits of allowing users to sample content while providing publishers
with control over the amount of free content. Indeed, Flexible Sampling shows that publisher concerns
can be addressed through constructive dialogue with publishers without the need of a special regulator.

Google’s algorithms are designed to promote high quality content. The Preliminary Report suggests
that digital platforms may incentivise sites to promote “emotive click bait” (primarily social media) and do
not “reward” original content. We design our algorithms to rank high quality content over so-called “click
bait,” and the Preliminary Report does not provide any evidence to the contrary. Unlike social media
feeds that are highly personalised, we provide search results and headline news for all users based on
language and region. These results can be tested to see that they provide high quality results from a
range of sources, without the need for increased regulatory oversight or monitoring. For example, the
ACCC has conducted its own experiment, which showed that high quality news content from “the ABC,
The Sydney Morning Herald, The Guardian and The Australian Financial Review
were consistently featured in [Google’s] Top Stories carousel and the first page of organic search
results[.]”

22 Preliminary Report at 114. See also, id. at 113 (“the ACCC has not received any evidence that Australian
consumers are choosing not to click through to news websites on Google Search due to snippets.”).

23 Preliminary Report at 260, 278; id. at 280 (“particularly on forms of social media, there are incentives for outlets to
produce a diluted, more emotive, news product, and to leverage off ‘viral’ entertainment content.”).

24 Google News Help, How Google News stories are selected, Google News Help Center,
https://support.google.com/googlenews/answer/9005749?hl=en (last visited 14 February 2019); Trystan Upstill, The
new Google News: AI meets human intelligence, The Keyword (8 May 2018),

On the issue of ranking of “original content,” Google’s Webmaster Guidelines caution sites against duplicating original content, but in some cases this is unavoidable, for example when newspapers run articles from a wire service.26 The Preliminary Report also explains that there is no standard for what constitutes original content, particularly as news stories evolve with a mix of original content and attribution to other publications.27 We consider these types of challenging ranking issues in our efforts to provide relevant results to users. Our objective is to provide the most relevant results to our users and it is not clear from the Preliminary Report how a regulator would help to improve these rankings.

4.3. The Consumer Welfare Standard Should Guide the Final Recommendations

The ACCC Chairman recently confirmed that “competition law and policy should be first and foremost about protecting and promoting competition for the welfare of consumers” and that “it is inadvisable and counterproductive to import [broader public interest] considerations into the core of competition.”28 Some of the Preliminary Recommendations depart from the consumer welfare standard by seeking to impose new burdens on digital platforms in the absence of any finding of competitive harm (e.g., harm to consumers or advertisers). Quite the contrary, the Preliminary Report acknowledges the concrete benefits that digital platforms have delivered to consumers. For example, it notes that digital platforms provide Australians with access to “unprecedented breadth and depth of information” without “geographic limitations.”29 Additionally, the Preliminary Report acknowledges the benefits that digital platforms have delivered to advertisers and notes the “numerous and significant benefits” online advertising provides “above those of traditional advertising,” including the “robust targeting and format options,” and “cost efficient buying methodologies.”30

In contrast, the Preliminary Recommendations regarding news ranking have the potential to protect some incumbent news suppliers at the expense of consumers and competition, including newer, more specialised or more innovative publishers. The Preliminary Report notes that the traditional print media businesses are the most significantly impacted by the changes to consumer preferences and habits brought about by digital media, and that News Corp and Fairfax comprise 88.2% of the supply of traditional print media.31 The report also acknowledges that Google’s search rankings are based on the objective of providing users with the most relevant and useful results for their query. Yet the Preliminary Recommendations to impose regulatory oversight of ranking based on feedback from news publishers could result in Google’s algorithms being modified to better serve incumbent news suppliers’ interests to the detriment of the interests of smaller publishers and consumers.

The Final Report should weigh concrete benefits alongside other concerns in a way that is consistent with the ACCC’s goal of ensuring consumer welfare. This includes examining the impact of its recommendations on the quality and cost of services that digital platforms provide to consumers and advertisers.32

27 Preliminary Report at 278.
30 Id. at 34, 76 (quoting the Australian Association of National Advertisers).
31 Id. at 251, 272.
32 The Preliminary Report also considers a new ombudsman to administer complaints against Google. We have comprehensive and efficient complaint resolution systems for our customers, including for small to medium-sized businesses. Google actively promotes these support services to its customers and they are explicitly incorporated into the terms of its service level agreements with advertisers. Beyond this, several public bodies, including state
4.4. Regulation Should Account for Differences in Functionality Across Business Models

The term “digital platforms” is broad, and it is important to distinguish between different types of digital platforms and business models. We believe the ACCC’s analysis needs to consider the impact of each type of digital platform on the various participants in the news media, including content creators, advertisers, and consumers.

The Preliminary Report misses critical differences between social media and search. The most obvious difference is that news sites receive referral traffic as a result of search engines providing users with relevant search results, while news articles on social media are often provided in response to user sharing on the platform or “liking” the pages of news publishers on the platform. Social media sites often operate in largely closed environments designed to keep users on their platform. In contrast, search relies on the open web and the existence of high quality and accessible content. Google has no financial interest in preventing users from clicking through to news sites appearing in our search results. News-related queries rarely return advertisements and there are no ads in Google News or when users click on the News tab on the search results page.

Despite these differences, the Preliminary Report’s analysis and recommendations are often presented as applying equally to both search and social network business models, even when the stated concerns relate to only one. As noted at the outset, in line with the Australian Government Guide to Regulation, the Final Report should describe specific problems and assess the possibility of tailored solutions that are likely to improve the welfare of consumers, including through the use of existing regulatory powers.

5. Review of Media Regulation May be Appropriate in Certain Circumstances

Any review of media regulation should be conducted with the guiding principle that companies engaged in the same activity should be consistently regulated in respect of that activity. The review should similarly account for differences among online activities, for example, the difference between providing links to existing content that has already been generated and the writing of articles and editorial selection. The review should also weigh the costs and benefits of any regulatory intervention.

Google would support a recommendation to amend the existing take-down scheme in the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) (“Copyright Act”) so that it applies to all online service providers, including digital platforms. However, Google does not support the Preliminary Recommendation for the Australian Communications and Media Authority to set a “Mandatory Standard” for the take-down of copyright-infringing content applicable only to digital platforms. The Preliminary Recommendation appears to be based on incorrect and incomplete information about Google’s anti-piracy tools and processes.

Google provides copyright owners with industry-leading tools, from bulk removal notices to more sophisticated tools like YouTube’s Content Verification Program, Copyright Match Tool, and Content ID. In 2018, we removed over 99% of URLs and nearly 94% of videos requested by Australian claimants, and did so, on average, in a little over 18 hours. YouTube answered Australian live stream copyright requests, on average, in just two minutes. YouTube’s Content ID system, in which we have invested over USD$100 million, is used to identify rightsholders’ content, and allows rightsholders to block, track, or monetise infringing content. We have paid out over USD$3 billion to rightsholders who have monetised use of their content in other videos through Content ID.

based and a national small business ombudsman and state based fair trading departments, already provide practical and accessible means by which consumers and businesses can resolve the types of disputes that the ACCC has identified as potentially being directed to the proposed ombudsman. We believe our existing protocols and public bodies are sufficient to meet the needs of Australian businesses and consumers, but we remain open to further discussion with the ACCC about how to handle consumer complaints.
A Mandatory Standard would represent a significant departure from the globally accepted standard that requires digital platforms to respond “expeditiously” upon notification to disable access to material that is claimed to be infringing. A Mandatory Standard would compromise the flexibility and efficiency of existing tools, stifle innovation, and result in a system that serves neither the Australian creative industries nor the Australian public.

We suggest that the ACCC consider the benefits of the existing global take-down standard, as well as previous inquiries into the area of online copyright infringement, alternative proposals such as the extension of the Safe Harbour Scheme, an analysis of the abuses and misuses of take-down processes, and the potential consequences of any amendments.

6. **Existing Browser and Search Default Practices are Procompetitive**

We believe the Preliminary Report’s concern about browser search defaults is misplaced. Search services have long competed for default status on browsers through two principal means: (i) building browsers themselves to showcase their search services in the default position; and (ii) bidding to be set as the default on third-party browsers. Both of these approaches are significant forms of competition that provide consumers with more browser choice, as well as lower-priced devices preloaded with high quality services.

Users can and do access competing browsers and search services of their choice, including easily and quickly downloading alternatives to Google apps. For example, Opera’s Browser and Mini Browser have each been downloaded more than 100 million times from Google’s Play Store globally, despite the preinstallation of browsers from Google, Samsung, and others. Downloading is easy; users download apps billions of times every year.

The Preliminary Report’s proposal to prevent search providers from bidding for default settings would unduly interfere with the robust competition that currently exists for user attention, would disincentivise investment by industry participants, and would undermine a business model that has consistently supported pro-user innovation by browser developers and device manufacturers. Moreover, it is not clear from the Preliminary Report that the ACCC consulted with the browser developers, device makers, and operating system developers whose business models could be adversely impacted by these recommendations.

7. **Government Price Monitoring is Unnecessary**

Pricing transparency is in the best interests of Google and our customers. When our customers can evaluate the value they receive from our products they are more likely to continue working with us. Google provides our advertiser and publisher customers with a clear breakdown of the services we provided and the amount we charged for each. We also negotiate contracts with separate pricing for each of our intermediary services, with aggregate prices being used rarely and only at a customer’s request.

We support transparency for our customers and partners in a fragmented space, but we disagree with the appropriateness of price monitoring as a solution. The transparency concerns identified in the Preliminary Report are primarily caused by the variety and number of intermediary services and service providers rather than the conduct of particular companies. The Preliminary Report does not cite examples of market failure or instances in which price monitoring would have improved the functioning of the market. As noted above, Google already provides significant transparency for our customers. Government price

---

monitoring would add an additional layer of regulation that would be burdensome and provide no clear benefits to advertisers or consumers.

8. **Advertisers Can Use a Variety of Third-Party Measurement Services with Google**

Google understands that advertisers require trustworthy, intelligent, and actionable measurement of advertising performance and that they have many alternatives for where to spend their ad budget. We have invested heavily in building accurate, reliable measurement solutions, which are subject to independent audits and accreditation. None of the concerns noted by the Preliminary Report regarding overstated metrics or otherwise misleading advertisers are supported by any specific allegations against Google. Where market forces are already driving such robust innovation and investment, we do not believe regulatory intervention of the type contemplated by the Preliminary Report is necessary.

In addition, alternative proposals such as calls for software development kits (“SDKs”) could involve sharing user data with third parties, which could have significant privacy impacts. We believe that Google’s current implementations have struck the right balance between avoiding these potential negative impacts, while still providing accurate measurement data.

9. **Competition in the Sale of Display Advertising and Related Intermediary Services**

The Preliminary Report seeks feedback on various practices in display advertising and related intermediary services. The Preliminary Report recognises that “[b]undling and tying are common commercial arrangements which usually do not harm competition and in many scenarios promote competition by offering consumers more compelling offers.” In fact, the examples of purported bundling and tying practices in the Preliminary Report point to procompetitive practices, such as Google’s offering of “convenient one-stop shop” services, a suite of “intermediary services across all functional levels of the programmatic supply chain,” and “enhance[d]” offerings that provide “higher levels of targeting.” These practices are beneficial to advertisers and publishers.

The ACCC nevertheless is evaluating whether Google’s bundling of ad inventory and intermediary services could lessen competition, though it “has not yet reached a concluded view.” The “intermediary services products” referred to in the Preliminary Report are overwhelmingly, if not exclusively, used in connection with display advertising, not search advertising. Based on the data in the Preliminary Report, Google accounts for five percent or less of revenues of display advertising. In other words, Google does not have market power in display advertising. Google also does not require advertisers who want to purchase search advertising also to buy display advertising or use Google’s ad intermediary services. Google operates in a highly competitive environment in selling display advertising and related intermediary services.

10. **The Existing Australian Consumer Law is Effective**

The Preliminary Report considers changes to the Australian Consumer Law to prohibit “unfair practices” and impose civil pecuniary penalties where standard form contracts contain “unfair” terms. Google considers the existing unfair contracts regime, and the related protections in the Australian Consumer Law to be working effectively for consumers and businesses.

---
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Responses to Preliminary Recommendations
and Areas for Further Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pg</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Preliminary Recommendations / Areas for Further Analysis / Topics addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1. Google Supports Public Interest Journalism</td>
<td>AFA 2 Improving digital media literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AFA 3 Improving the ability of news media businesses to fund the production of news and journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2. Google Supports Effective and Transparent Regulatory Review of Mergers</td>
<td>PR 1 Merger law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PR 2 Prior notice of acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3. Comprehensive Privacy Regulation Requires Further Study</td>
<td>PR 8 Use and collection of personal information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PR 9 OAIC Code of Practice for digital platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PR 10 Serious invasions of privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AFA 7 Deletion of user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AFA 8 Opt-in targeted advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4. Google Faces Many Competitors for Users and Advertisers</td>
<td>The Preliminary Report's findings about Google's alleged market power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>5. The Preliminary Report Does Not Substantiate the Need for New Regulatory Oversight</td>
<td>PR 4 Advertising and related business oversight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PR 5 News and digital platform regulatory oversight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AFA 1 Improving the ability of consumers to make informed choices about news and journalism accessed via digital platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AFA 4 A digital platforms ombudsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6. Review of Media Regulation May be Appropriate in Certain Circumstances</td>
<td>PR 6 Review of media regulatory frameworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PR 7 Take-down standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>7. Rules Against Browser Default Settings Would Disrupt Procompetitive Benefits for Users and Industry Participants</td>
<td>PR 3 Choice of browser and search engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>8. Government Price Monitoring Would Not Address Transparency Concerns for Advertisers</td>
<td>AFA 5 Monitoring of intermediary pricing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>9. Google Provides Advertisers Accurate, Independently Verifiable Measurement in a Privacy Protective Manner</td>
<td>AFA 6 Third party measurement of advertisements served on digital platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>10. Competition in Advertising and Related Intermediary Services has Benefitted Advertisers and Publishers</td>
<td>The Preliminary Report's findings about competition in the advertising and intermediary services market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>11. The Australian Consumer Law, Including the Unfair Contracts Regime, is Effective</td>
<td>PR 11 Unfair contract terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AFA 9 Prohibition against unfair practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. **Google Supports Public Interest Journalism**

Google users benefit when they are able to easily find high quality news articles when searching for information related to current events. We have long supported the development and expansion of digital public interest journalism. Among other initiatives, Google has launched a USD$300 million global Google News Initiative (“GNI”), working directly with news publishers to help them succeed online. The initiative includes training and technical support programs, along with a program of free or reduced-cost G Suite or Google Cloud Platform services for small and mid-size news organisations. Google also supports the efforts of news creators to generate revenue through advertising, paid content, and reader revenue. As part of the GNI, Google recently launched the Asia-Pacific Innovation Challenge, which will fund innovative proposals that increase revenue from readers, with selected projects receiving funding of up to USD$300,000 and 70% of the total project cost. In December 2018, YouTube announced that 87 recipients from 23 countries—including Nine News in Australia—will receive innovation funding to support their online video capabilities and experiment with new formats for video journalism. The GNI is part of our effort to work with the news industry to ensure quality journalism does not just survive, but thrives.

In addition to the GNI, Google has also collaborated specifically with Australian news organisations. We help Australian media content creators integrate new technology and innovative tools into their work through Google’s News Lab. Google, ABC, and Fairfax are members of the First Draft Coalition, which is a group of thought leaders and educators in social media journalism that are dedicated to addressing challenges related to trust and truth on the Internet. The First Draft Coalition provides training on the latest digital tools and tactics to fact check and verify online content. For example, Google’s News Lab worked with the First Draft Coalition to support CrossCheck, an initiative to promote collaboration between journalists from different agencies that was used to cross check claims made in the lead up to the French election. Google collaborated with 37 newsrooms in the 2017 French election effort, including Agence France-Presse and *Libération*.

Google Search and Google News are a large source of revenue for news organisations that provide public interest journalism. In 2018, Google referred more than two billion clicks to Australian news websites. A Deloitte study commissioned by Google found that in Europe, each free referral click to a news site is worth between four and eight Euro cents. At the same time, distribution of news online, including through Google, can also be much cheaper than traditional print distribution.

---
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lowered distribution costs have enabled many smaller publishers in Australia to get discovered, grow a business, and contribute to the public’s knowledge of current events.

Google is working to increase revenue opportunities for public interest journalism, because our business is only successful if we can continue to provide users with the high quality relevant information they seek. We have partnered with news organisations of all sizes to develop their online businesses and increase the distribution and profitability of high quality public interest journalism. For example, in December 2017 Google and Fairfax Media, the largest media organisation in Australia at the time, established a partnership to drive digital subscriptions. Under the partnership, Google works with Fairfax to sell and market programmatic advertising across The Sydney Morning Herald, The Age, The Australian Financial Review, WAtoday, Brisbane Times, and lifestyle properties. The partnership also includes optimising publishing technology, digital innovation, driving digital subscriptions growth, and extending Fairfax’s use of data. It aims to create opportunities for advertisers that neither party could create alone, while freeing up Fairfax staff to focus on journalism and Fairfax’s most valuable commercial relationships. Former Fairfax CEO Greg Hywood said of Fairfax’s partnership with Google to drive digital subscriptions: “I can’t sing the praises of our relationship with Google higher . . . it’s been a really good, productive partnership so far. And we think that there’s a lot of upside across the world in a range of areas.” More recently, The Telegraph announced that it is moving to the Google Cloud Platform, where it will use cloud data analytics and machine learning to better predict demand for physical newspapers and reduce waste.

The Preliminary Report outlines a number of different proposals for public support of high quality public interest journalism, recognising that the benefit to society from public interest journalism is greater than the amount many individual news subscribers are willing to pay. A diversity of voices is crucial for Australians to understand competing perspectives on issues of public importance. Consequently, the Preliminary Report proposes mechanisms to bridge the gap between the public benefit and the private willingness to pay. For example, the Preliminary Report considers direct support of public interest journalism through favourable tax treatment, making personal news subscriptions tax deductible, and continuing and potentially expanding the Regional and Small Publishers’ Jobs and Innovation Package. Google supports those proposals.

Google also supports efforts to improve news literacy online. We look forward to the opportunity to work with the Australian Communications and Media Authority to help Australians improve their understanding of news curation and display on digital platforms.

---
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48 Id. at 15-16.

49 Preliminary Report at 245.

50 As suggested in Area for Further Analysis 2.
2. **Google Supports Effective and Transparent Regulatory Review of Mergers**

Mergers play an important role in the global economy, providing new and useful product features, unlocking economies of scale, facilitating the expansion of product lines into new geographies, and enabling enhanced investment in R&D, leading to new and better products. In the technology space, mergers and acquisitions have been an important driver of innovation and investment. For example, the opportunity for a lucrative exit through an acquisition has driven investors to take risks that have resulted in the emergence of some of the world’s most innovative companies, thus creating significant value for consumers. Mergers can also unlock significant efficiencies, including new products that could not be successfully developed or brought to market by either firm alone. While procompetitive mergers represent an unqualified positive for consumers, sensible regulation and enforcement is necessary to guard against transactions likely to have a negative impact on competition.

**Google supports amendment of Australia’s merger law to improve transparency.** We support the ACCC’s efforts to keep Australia’s merger law up-to-date, including the Preliminary Recommendation that Section 50(3) of the CCA be amended to make it clearer that the relevant factors for assessing the likely competitive effects of mergers and acquisitions include: (i) “the likelihood that an acquisition would result in the removal of a potential competitor;” and (ii) “the amount and nature of data which the acquirer would likely have access to as a result of the acquisition.”

While the ACCC already takes these factors into account when doing so is relevant and appropriate, adding these factors to Section 50(3) would improve transparency in the ACCC’s processes and decisions by making express that these factors may be relevant in merger reviews.

In introducing these proposed amendments to the merger law, it will be important to explain that:

- the proposed addition of these two factors to the list in Section 50(3) is not intended to introduce new standards of merger review or inject non-competition considerations into merger review;

- their proposed addition to the statute (or the omission of other factors) should not be interpreted as according special or greater importance or weight to these two factors as compared to others; and
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52 See, id. at 63 (“The ACCC notes that it is currently not prevented from taking these factors into account in reaching a view as to whether a merger or acquisition is likely to substantially lessen competition and the ACCC will likely consider such factors in relevant cases even without the legislative amendment.”). One such example was Tabcorp Holdings Limited’s proposed acquisition of Intecq Limited, where the ACCC considered whether the acquisition could enable Tabcorp to use data gathered from Intecq’s customer gaming venues to favour venues that use a full suite of Tabcorp products. See, ACCC, **ACCC will not oppose Tabcorp’s proposed acquisition of Intecq**, Press Release (3 November 2016), [https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-will-not-oppose-tabcorp%E2%80%99s-proposed-acquisition-of-intecq](https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-will-not-oppose-tabcorp%E2%80%99s-proposed-acquisition-of-intecq). In the ACCC’s Statement of Issues dated 13 December 2018 in respect of the proposed merger between TPG Telecom Limited and Vodafone Hutchison Australia Pty Ltd, the ACCC expresses a preliminary view that the proposed merger may substantially lessen competition by removing TPG as a potential fourth wholesale mobile services provider for mobile virtual network operators. See, ACCC, **Statement of Issues: TPG Telecom – proposed merger with Vodafone** (13 December 2018), [https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/public-registers/documents/Statement%20of%20Issues%20-%20%20TPG%20Telecom%20-%20Vodafone%20-%2013%20December%202018.pdf](https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/public-registers/documents/Statement%20of%20Issues%20-%20%20TPG%20Telecom%20-%20Vodafone%20-%2013%20December%202018.pdf).
these two factors are not relevant in every merger review and, in fact, are likely to be relevant in only a limited number of mergers and acquisitions.

Google welcomes engagement with the ACCC about advance notice of transactions. The Preliminary Report also recommends asking “large digital platforms (such as Facebook and Google) to provide advance notice of the acquisition of any business with activities in Australia and to provide sufficient time to enable a thorough review of the likely competitive effects of the proposed acquisition.” We would be grateful to discuss with the ACCC the circumstances and process for providing prior notice of any such acquisitions. For example, we would want to ensure that notice is triggered only where there is a sufficient connection to Australia and does not put Google at a disadvantage compared to other firms competing to buy the same target company. Selective application of advance notice rules could have the unintended effect of depriving sellers of the opportunity to maximise the recovery of their investments.

3. Comprehensive Privacy Regulation Requires Further Study

Maintaining user trust and protecting user privacy is central to how we design and build our products. Google products and features that involve personal data cannot launch until they are approved by internal privacy specialists. We also work to provide users choice, transparency, control, and security over their data. Our commitment to these issues is why we built—and continue to develop—industry-leading tools like Google Account, Download your data (formerly Takeout), Privacy Checkup, and Security Checkup. We strive to be a leader in user privacy. We support smart regulation and other innovative ways to address emerging privacy and data protection issues here in Australia and around the world.

In a series of Preliminary Recommendations and Areas for Further Analysis, the Preliminary Report outlines proposed legislative amendments to strengthen user notifications and other data privacy protections for consumers. In this section, we provide some overall feedback regarding privacy frameworks, as well as specific comments on certain of these proposals.

We support the development of baseline “rules of the road” for data protection that apply to all organisations that process personal information, not just digital platforms or organisations that meet a particular threshold. Google’s views on reforms of privacy regulatory frameworks are outlined in our September 2018 document, “Framework for Responsible Data Protection Regulation,” and an accompanying explanatory blog post. This Framework provides our view on the requirements, scope, and enforcement expectations that should be reflected in all responsible data protection laws, and is based on our experience providing services that rely on personal data, as well as our work to comply with
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evolving data protection laws around the world. The principles in the Framework also draw from established privacy frameworks globally, from the OECD to the APEC Privacy Framework to the European Union’s GDPR.

New legislation should be integrated with, and reflect widely shared principles of, data protection. Organisations, including Google, have invested heavily to comply with and understand the Privacy Act, the GDPR, the FIPPs, OECD Privacy Principles, the APEC Privacy Framework, and other existing regulatory approaches. New privacy laws that are inconsistent with the principles of major existing privacy legislation and frameworks could increase compliance costs, confuse consumers, and force companies to create different and potentially incompatible versions of products to comply with regional compliance frameworks. If compliance becomes overly complex and cost-prohibitive, companies may withdraw products and services from particular markets (just as some publishers withdrew from Europe following implementation of the GDPR). In this way, regulation could have detrimental effects on consumer choice and access.

Finally, some of the Preliminary Recommendations address areas already covered by the Privacy Act and the Australian Privacy Principles. The Preliminary Report provides a high-level rationale for proposed amendments, but does not identify specific deficiencies that would be remedied by the proposed legislative amendments. This context would be useful for organisations to further evaluate the proposals. Any new legislation as a result of these Preliminary Recommendations and Areas for Further Analysis should be subject to consultation with Australian consumers and businesses.

The rest of this section provides our comments on some of the key privacy recommendations.

3.1. Google Gives Users the Ability to Delete Their Personal Information

Preliminary Recommendation 8(d) calls for enabling “consumers to require the erasure of their personal information, where they have withdrawn their consent and the personal information is no longer necessary to provide the customer with a service.” Other privacy frameworks, including the GDPR, have a similar requirement. Consistent with our understanding of the recommendation, Google already gives users the ability to delete and manage their personal information from Google services. For example, users can delete some or all of their search history in My Activity (available at https://myactivity.google.com). And in 2011, we were among the first companies to allow users to download their data via the Download your data tool (available at https://takeout.google.com). Detailed

60 See Jeff South, More than 1,000 U.S. news sites are still unavailable in Europe, two months after GDPR took effect, NiemanLab blog (7 August 2018), http://www.niemanlab.org/2018/08/more-than-1000-u-s-news-sites-are-still-unavailable-in-europe-two-months-after-gdpr-took-effect/.

61 Google also responds in Section 3.6 below to the Preliminary Report’s proposal regarding mandatory deletion of data (Area for Further Analysis 7). As we discuss, a mandatory requirement for organisations to delete information when a user ceases to use a product or platform raises some practical considerations worth evaluating.


information about our retention practices is available as part of our Privacy Policy, where we also have a video explanation to help make this important information available to a broad set of users.\(^{65}\)

Additionally, Google’s Framework for Responsible Data Protection Regulation calls for giving users the ability to delete their data, and also the ability to access, correct and download their personal information (consistent with Australian Privacy Principles 12 and 13 and the forthcoming Consumer Data Right\(^{66}\)). This empowers individuals, and also keeps the market innovative, competitive, and open to new entrants.

### 3.2. Google Supports Voluntary Third-Party Certification Schemes

Preliminary Recommendation 8(b) proposes introducing an independent “third-party certification scheme” that would require certain businesses “to undergo external audits to monitor and publicly demonstrate compliance” with privacy regulations.\(^{67}\) The Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (“OAIC”) would certify the parties carrying out the audits. Compliance with privacy regulations would result in use of a privacy seal or mark. The proposal for a mandatory requirement that companies undergo audits differs from the encouragement of voluntary certification mechanisms under the GDPR and other privacy regulations.

Google supports voluntary certification or other similar schemes that promote organisational accountability and serve as flexible tools for organisations to build compliance programs that match their resources and needs. Several voluntary privacy certification schemes currently exist.\(^{68}\) It is not yet clear whether mutual recognition of other certification schemes would be possible if a mandatory certification scheme were to be adopted. We would welcome greater detail on that, as well as about the scope of proposed audits or review, and how the audit process would improve user understanding of data protection and assist them gaining more control over their personal information. Further information about the type of third party that the ACCC would designate to perform the certifications and the nature of their expertise would also be helpful in evaluating whether the proposed certification scheme would better inform users.

Finally, the proposed mandatory certification would apply only to entities that meet high data collection thresholds or other criteria. We would like to understand why the proposed mandatory certification should be limited only to certain companies that collect user information. While we support voluntary certification schemes, if a mandatory scheme is to be introduced, this should logically apply to all companies that collect or process personal information and are currently subject to the Privacy Act.

### 3.3. Companies Can Encourage Users to Make Informed Choices without a “One-Size-Fits-All” Requirement for Express Opt-In Consent

Our approach to privacy has been to encourage and empower users to make informed choices about their personal information by providing and promoting a robust set of privacy tools. These tools include clear explanations that allow users to modify privacy settings at a granular level based on their individual comfort levels.


\(^{67}\) Preliminary Report at 13; see also, at 223.

\(^{68}\) See, e.g., Singapore’s Data Protection Trustmark Certification, TRUSTe’s various Privacy Certifications, New Zealand’s Privacy Trust Mark.
Preliminary Recommendation 8(c) proposes amendments to the Privacy Act to “strengthen consent requirements” by amending the definition of consent to mean express opt-in consent.\(^69\) This “one-size-fits-all” approach is unlikely to be compatible with the huge variety of business operating environments and situations where personal data is processed. While organisations certainly should provide appropriate mechanisms for individual control over how personal data is processed, this does not require a narrowly defined meaning of consent or control over every use of data. For example, many companies process users’ IP addresses in order to ensure that the user sees the appropriate terms of service or country-specific legal requirements and notices. If a user were to decline to consent to such processing of data, it could significantly limit the ability for companies to operate in compliance with various laws.\(^70\) Requiring individuals to control every aspect of data processing can also be time-consuming and disruptive and result in “consent fatigue” such that users choose to opt-in or opt-out of every request, regardless of the privacy implications. This approach could inadvertently divert attention from the most important controls for users, without delivering corresponding benefits.

There may also be unintended consequences for other stakeholders, including publishers and advertisers. If consumers were opted out of online advertisements by default, it may result in the loss of potential customers for advertisers and the loss of advertising revenue for publishers, as the U.S. Federal Trade Commission recently warned.\(^71\) Such losses would be particularly damaging for smaller and medium-sized businesses.

3.4. Further Analysis is Needed on Increasing Penalties for Privacy Breaches

Preliminary Recommendation 8(e) proposes to increase penalties for breaches of the Privacy Act to “at least mirror” the increased penalties for breaches of the Australian Consumer Law (“ACL”).\(^72\) It is worth noting that the Privacy Act was updated in 2018 to include mandatory obligations to report data breaches and increase penalties to over AUD$2 million. We suggest that further analysis is needed to determine whether the proposed maximum penalty of 10% of turnover in Australia is proportionate to the risks posed by potential violations. We also note that businesses have a clear incentive to protect user data from a user trust and corporate reputation perspective.

Google’s Framework for Responsible Data Protection Regulation recommends tying enforcement to risk of harm to users, such that civil fines and other penalties are proportionate to the risks to users posed by the behaviour in question.\(^73\) This creates the right incentives for businesses without over-penalising technical violations of the law that pose little or no risk to users. This is consistent with the approach taken in the 2018 amendments to the Privacy Act in the context of data breach notifications. In addition, although monetary penalties may have a deterrent effect on certain violations, disproportionate penalties may discourage companies from directly engaging with users and enforcement agencies to seek feedback that would improve products and services. For instance, companies may be reluctant to survey

\(^69\) Preliminary Report at 229.

\(^70\) We note that the GDPR requires explicit opt-in consent only in specific circumstances, and further consideration may be needed regarding potential inconsistencies with the GDPR and other existing frameworks.

\(^71\) See, FTC Staff Comments to National Telecommunications and Information Administration, In the Matter of Developing the Administration’s Approach to Consumer Privacy, at 15 (9 November 2018) (“[C]ertain controls can be costly to implement and may have unintended consequences. For example, if consumers were opted out of online advertisements by default (with the choice of opting in), the likely result would include the loss of advertising-funded online content.”), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/advocacy_documents/ftc-staff-comment-ntia-developing-administrations-approach-consumer-privacy/p195400_ftc_comment_to_ntia_112018.pdf.

\(^72\) Preliminary Report at 225.

customers for feedback to improve their products, including notifications or consent language, if they are concerned that the results could be used against them to levy such fines.

3.5. Further Analysis is Needed on Impact of Direct Individual Causes of Action

The Preliminary Report makes two recommendations relating to individual causes of action for privacy law violations. Preliminary Recommendation 8(f) proposes that individual consumers should have a right of action in the Federal Court or the Federal Circuit Court to seek compensatory damages, and in some circumstances, aggravated and exemplary damages for infringements of the Privacy Act and the Australian Privacy Principles. Relationally, Preliminary Recommendation 10 proposes that the Australian Government adopt the Australian Law Reform Commission’s 2014 recommendation for a new cause of action for “serious invasions of privacy.” The purpose of both of these recommendations is to increase the legal remedies available to individuals. While we support accountability for companies when users have been harmed by privacy law violations, we would welcome more analysis on whether the rights of action are likely to increase users’ control over their personal data and create positive incentives for companies to be more protective of user data.

The Preliminary Report does not detail how such new causes of action would result in an increase in consumers’ control over their data or assess the adequacy of existing avenues for legal redress (e.g., defamation, breach of confidence) under Australian law. For example, consideration could be given to jurisdictions in which monetary damages can be awarded, and whether the availability of such relief effectively deters violations, constitutes appropriate redress for users, meets other regulatory and compliance objectives, and minimises any unintended consequences. We encourage further discussion of these points.

3.6. Google Supports Users’ Ability to Transfer and Delete Their Data, But Encourages Deeper Examination of the Practicalities of Mandatory Deletion Requirements

Area for Further Analysis 7 requests feedback about proposed mandatory data deletion requirements once a user ceases to use a service, or after a set period of time. We agree that more analysis is needed before a mandatory deletion requirement is adopted, as any requirement needs to address the practical challenges companies would face, including legal, regulatory, and law enforcement mandates to preserve data. We also suggest consideration of important threshold questions about when deletion would occur, e.g., defining clearly when a user is viewed as ceasing use of a service, and to what extent the deletion requirement would extend to aggregated, pseudonymised, or otherwise anonymised data that does not identify an individual.
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77 As is discussed in Section 3.1 above, Google supports users being able to delete their user data and take their data with them if they want to change services. We believe it is important to give users the freedom to port their data to other services if they so choose. The planned Consumer Data Right legislation seeks to codify a data portability right into law. The Preliminary Report’s Area for Further Analysis 8 regarding required mandatory deletion by organisations raises different considerations, which we describe in this section.
3.6.1. Many Organisations Already Comply with the GDPR’s Data Deletion Requirement

Existing privacy frameworks such as the GDPR contain data deletion requirements that recognise the different reasons why organisations process data. User consent is often only one of these reasons. The Preliminary Report’s proposals for the deletion of user data are not detailed, but appear to intend to reflect principles outlined in Article 17 of the GDPR.\footnote{The Preliminary Report states, “Enabling consumers to request erasure of their personal information provides them greater control over their personal information and is likely to assist to mitigate the bargaining power imbalance between consumers and digital platforms. These proposed amendments reflect the principles outlined in Article 17 of the GDPR that provide EU citizens with a right to erasure of their personal data without undue delay where the personal data is no longer necessary or the data subject has withdrawn consent, unless the personal data processing is necessary in certain circumstances.” Preliminary Report at 231.} As explained above, we encourage a regulatory scheme that incorporates, or is compatible with, existing regulation in other jurisdictions.

3.6.2. Data Deletion Requirements Should Not Conflict with Legitimate Reasons for Companies to Retain Data

There are many reasons why companies need to retain user data that are not directly related to the provision of goods and services the company offers. For example, companies subject to Australia’s data retention and other laws must retain user data to comply with requests from law enforcement. Additionally, customer financial and tax data must be retained for certain periods to comply with tax regulations. Further, an organisation may need to retain data necessary for the establishment, exercise, or defence of legal claims.

Data needed for the purposes described above would, in most situations, be a combination of business data and user data. For example, the same data that organisations keep for tax purposes, such as consumers’ purchase transaction history, is necessary for business purposes such as accounting, auditing, warranty, or other reasons. Data deletion requirements should not conflict with such legitimate data retention requirements.

3.6.3. Further Legislation Must Carefully Consider a Number of Threshold and Definitional Issues Regarding When Users Cease Using a Service

There are a number of threshold and definitional issues regarding a mandatory deletion standard that require further consideration. For example, what constitutes a user leaving a service? Does “leaving” require actual deletion of an account? In many cases, users abandon their accounts without ever making a request for its formal deletion or cancellation. Others, however, may discontinue using a service for some period of time and return to it later. A returning user may be surprised if their data had been deleted, especially if it included their photos, documents, or contacts’ information.

3.6.4. Any Mandatory Data Deletion Requirement Should Expressly Exclude Derivative and Anonymised Content

Companies use aggregated and anonymised data to provide users with improved services and provide valuable research that can help solve problems. For example, Google can use the average speed of drivers to determine peak hour traffic in Sydney, providing a useful data set for different parties to improve transport planning. Given the potential public benefits such use cases can bring, any mandatory deletion requirement should expressly exclude anonymised data so it can be processed without regulatory uncertainty. Further, once a user deletes their account, any disassociated, de-identified or anonymous information cannot be deleted without establishing a means of re-linking data to the original user. That re-linking might violate a user’s privacy and be against the spirit and intent of any such law. For de-identified or anonymised data, creation of retention schedules may be a more workable alternative.
than mandatory deletion. Retention schedules can provide for deletion when the data is no longer needed for the purpose for which it was collected.

In addition, as noted above, many organisations, including Google, create products to help public research using derivative data. For example, this could include data that has been transformed into anonymous information and aggregated to help power products like Google Trends (https://trends.google.com). Google Trends allows the public to explore trends based on searches, for example, seeing a map and data showing interest in the World Cup by regions. 79 The GDPR specifically provides for secondary data processing and for longer data retention for archiving purposes in the public interest and for scientific, historical and statistical purposes or research. 80 The preservation of such data should be considered when crafting any new laws. We welcome further engagement on this topic.

3.7. Further Analysis is Needed of an Opt-in Ad Targeting Requirement

The Preliminary Report has also proposed further consideration of a prohibition on the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information for targeted advertising unless consumers have provided express opt-in consent. Under Area for Further Analysis 8, users of advertising-funded services could be required by a digital platform to consent to view ads.81 Digital platforms could not, however, require users to give consent for targeted ads based on user data or personal information in order to use the platform. There are many other ways for users to maintain control, beyond this narrow approach to opt-in consent, that might more effectively balance the interests of users and other stakeholders, including publishers.

3.7.1. Maintaining User Trust: Greater Transparency and User Control in Advertising Products

There are many ways for companies to promote transparency and user control in their advertising products. We understand that our success depends on designing and building our products to maintain user trust and protect user privacy. We continually work to develop and improve tools that allow users to better manage how their data is used.82

Google’s ads personalisation settings are an example of this ongoing effort. Our users have the ability to control the ads they see when using Google services.83 We explain the Ads Personalisation 84 setting to users when they create a Google Account, at which time users can make the choice to turn this setting off. Once a user turns the setting off, we do not access the user’s Google Account information to serve personalised ads. Ads can still be targeted based on contextual information such as the user’s general location or the content of the website the user is viewing.

---

81 Preliminary Report at 230.
82 See, Philippe de Lurand Pierre-Paul, Greater Transparency and Control Over Your Google Ad Experience, The Keyword (14 June 2018), https://www.blog.google/technology/ads/greater-transparency-and-control-over-your-google-ad-experience/
83 See, Google, Control the Ads You See, Google Ads Help (last visited 14 February 2019), https://support.google.com/ads/answer/2662656?hl=en&ref_topic=7048998 (Google Ads help page with a step-by-step guide for users to control ads personalisation settings, including when the user does not want personalised ads).
We also periodically prompt users to reassess their settings with the Privacy Checkup tool, which walks users through their most important privacy controls in about 2.5 minutes, and is tailored to their account.\textsuperscript{85} This tool asks users to confirm or change their ad settings along with several other important privacy choices. We remind users of the Privacy Checkup through in-product notifications, homepage promotions on Google.com.au, and more. Most users will be prompted to complete a Privacy Checkup two to three times a year.

Users can also view "Why This Ad?" or AdChoices notices in the corner of almost every ad that we show. By clicking on "Why This Ad?" and AdChoices, users can see more details about the reasons that they are seeing an ad and choose not to receive further ads from that advertiser. For example, "Why this Ad?" might tell users they are seeing ads for cameras because they searched for cameras, visited photography websites, or clicked on ads for cameras before. As part of our commitment to improve user privacy controls, we have expanded this feature over time in response to users’ feedback that they want to better understand why they see certain ads.

\textsuperscript{85} See, Google, Privacy Checkup, Google Account, \url{https://myaccount.google.com/privacycheckup} (last visited 14 February 2019).
3.7.2. Striking a Balance Between the Interests of Users and Publishers

Our approach to ads personalisation settings seeks to balance the interests of all stakeholders, including both the users of our products and the publishers that depend on ads for revenue. Any legislative amendments that require express user opt-in consent for targeted advertising should be evaluated with a view to consumer interests in the protection of their personal information and in receiving advertising and marketing, as well as the interests of publishers and other stakeholders in the advertising services industry.

Many web publishers depend on personalised ads for their livelihood. Advertising supports much of the freely available content on the Internet today. Widespread disabling of ads personalisation may cost publishers a significant percentage of their revenue and result in a loss of content for users. As the U.S. Federal Trade Commission noted in comments to the U.S. Department of Commerce’s request for information on privacy: “[C]ertain controls can be costly to implement and may have unintended consequences. For example, if consumers were opted out of online advertisements by default (with the choice of opting in), the likely result would include the loss of advertising-funded online content.”

Furthermore, if compliance with mandatory opt-in requirements results in declining revenue, some publishers may instead choose to close down their operations in Australia. This was borne out in the early days of the GDPR, which has an “opt in” requirement for personalised ads. Rather than complying with the GDPR, many publishers chose to block content for users in Europe. We encourage further

---


87 See, Jeff South, More than 1,000 U.S. news sites are still unavailable in Europe, two months after GDPR took effect, NiemanLab blog (7 August 2018), http://www.niemanlab.org/2018/08/more-than-1000-u-s-news-sites-are-still-unavailable-in-europe-two-months-after-gdpr-took-effect/
examination of the impact of existing frameworks before legislative amendments or other changes are made that may adversely impact stakeholders.

We would also welcome more detail on whether the opt-in requirement would apply only to digital platforms, or to all entities that collect, use, and disclose personal information for ad targeting purposes. As described above, we believe privacy and data protection regulations should apply consistently to all entities, not just certain platforms.

3.8. Clarifying the Record on Google Products and Agreements

There are a number of incorrect references to Google products and agreements in Chapter 5 of the Preliminary Report. We provide below more information to clarify and help inform the Final Report. We are happy to engage with the ACCC on any queries about our products to clarify how they work and answer any questions. We note the following:

3.8.1. Google Does Not Sell User-Uploaded Content and Images

The Preliminary Report states that Google has reserved the right in its Terms of Service to sell user-uploaded content and images to third-parties without further agreement of the user. This is not correct. Our Terms of Service describe rights granted to Google for the limited purposes of operating, promoting, and improving Google’s Services, and to develop new ones. Nothing in Google’s Terms of Service reserves the right to sell users’ content and images to third-parties, as the relevant section makes clear:

When you upload, submit, store, send or receive content to or through our Services, you give Google (and those we work with) a worldwide license to use, host, store, reproduce, modify, create derivative works (such as those resulting from translations, adaptations or other changes we make so that your content works better with our Services), communicate, publish, publicly perform, publicly display and distribute such content. The rights you grant in this license are for the limited purpose of operating, promoting, and improving our Services, and to develop new ones. This license continues even if you stop using our Services (for example, for a business listing you have added to Google Maps). Some Services may offer you ways to access and remove content that has been provided to that Service. Also, in some of our Services, there are terms or settings that narrow the scope of our use of the content submitted in those Services. Make sure you have the necessary rights to grant us this license for any content that you submit to our Services. (emphasis added).

3.8.2. Users are Not Faced with “Take-It-or-Leave-It” Decisions to Use Google Products and Services

The Preliminary Report includes a finding that “the clickwrap agreements used by digital platforms also contain take-it-or-leave-it terms and involve the bundling of a wide range of consents.” In the context of this finding, the Preliminary Report describes information asymmetries that exist when users are

---


89 Preliminary Report at 180.

90 Id. at 175, 178.
prompted to provide their personal information in order to use products. There are many ways for Google users to use our products and services while leaving a minimal data footprint, contrary to the concerns about “take-it-or-leave-it” terms. For example, many of our most popular services, including Search, YouTube, Maps and Chrome, do not require a user to create an account. As a result, users are not required to provide any personal information in order to use these products. Our services also create easy methods to minimise data collection, such as using Chrome in “Incognito” mode, which means the browser will not store browsing history, cookies and site data, and information entered in forms after the user ends their browsing session.

Google users have many opportunities to minimise data collection, to turn off behavioural advertising, and to otherwise control their experience. The Preliminary Report omits any mention of these controls or of Google’s leadership in this area to empower consumers to make choices about their particular data settings and privacy controls. As noted above, users who do create a Google account have access to a centralised dashboard where they can manage preferences related to data collection, as well as a number of other options to tailor their experience. Google was one of the first companies to offer this service. Google is open to further feedback on how to show users that our privacy settings are not “take-it-or-leave-it.”

3.8.3. Users Can Choose Whether to Upload and Store Photos from Their Devices to Their Google Account

The Preliminary Report relayed an anecdote about an ACCC staff member who downloaded the Google data attached to their Google account and found that Google “stored copies of photos from 2011-18, including photos which came from previous devices, and that had not been transferred to new devices or stored in the cloud.” Google provides a backup sync feature that can be installed on a laptop or desktop to save photos to Google Cloud. On mobile devices, users can turn the backup feature on or off in the settings for Google Photos. This feature prevents users from losing their photos if they lose a device.

3.8.4. Google’s Privacy Policy is Written in Plain English and Includes User-Friendly Explanations

The Preliminary Report states that digital platforms’ privacy policies should disclose data practices in detail while also noting that many privacy policies are “long, complex . . . and difficult to navigate.” Google has invested significant resources to create a privacy policy that is accessible, understandable and useful to users. For example, Google evaluates and updates its Privacy Policy to balance the need

---

91 Id. at 178 ("Offering terms on a take-it-or-leave-it basis may contribute to information asymmetries between digital platforms and their users, as their terms of use and privacy policies are impersonal documents that do not clearly set out to each user what is occurring with their user data specifically. As a result, the terms of a consumer’s agreement with the digital platform cannot clearly outline to a consumer the extent of user data collected from them individually, in a way that takes into account that user’s particular data settings and privacy controls.")

92 Id.


95 Preliminary Report at 171.


97 Preliminary Report at 182.
to be comprehensive and accurate with the need to be understandable and accessible. Making this information available is critical to building and maintaining user trust, and helps users make informed decisions about their privacy.

One challenge is how to ensure users have the information they need, without overwhelming them with extraneous details. Google is constantly refining this balance based on feedback from users. Google’s policies are intended to be understandable and accessible to users, and are also full and complete statements of our data practices for experts and regulators to hold us accountable. Google tries to meet both needs, via clear headings, easy navigation, overlays and examples, and explanatory videos. We regularly conduct surveys and interviews with users to inform our approach and ensure we strike this balance effectively. In the last two years, we have involved more than 10,000 people from over 18 countries in qualitative research related to privacy and security to better understand user concerns and needs. Perhaps as a result of these efforts, Google’s Privacy Policy has been recognised as among the best in the industry.98

The Preliminary Report suggests “[s]ome digital platforms also have policies where key terms can only be accessed by following a link that takes users away from the Privacy Policy web page.”99 In addition, the Preliminary Report describes “interlinking of separate pages [that] substantially increases the amount of navigation and reading time for a user.”100 In contrast, Google’s Privacy Policy has embedded videos and additional text boxes that appear on the same page when a user clicks on them,101 which help users further understand important concepts. In addition, our Privacy Policy contains easy-to-follow links that go directly to a user’s Google Account. For example, users can read about privacy controls and then click on a link which takes them to My Account to review and modify their ads personalisation and other settings to manage, review, and update their information.102

3.8.5. The Preliminary Report Does Not Include Complete Information Regarding Location

The Preliminary Report refers to “location tracking,” but does not discuss the location-specific sections of Google’s Privacy Policy, including videos that clearly explain Google’s uses of location information. Information available on Google’s Location information page, “Types of Location Information used by Google,” also provides users with information about the categories of location information that are collected and used by Google products and services.103

98 See, Katy Steinmetz, These Companies Have the Best (And Worst) Privacy Policies, Time (6 August 2015), http://time.com/3986016/google-facebook-twitter-privacy-policies/. On January 21, 2019, the French National Data Protection Commission (“CNIL”) imposed a financial penalty on Google LLC in connection with an investigation into compliance with the GDPR. Google is deeply committed to meeting its users’ expectations and the consent requirements of the GDPR. Google has concerns about the impact of this ruling on publishers, original content creators and tech companies in Europe and beyond. For these reasons, Google has decided to appeal the CNIL ruling.


100 Id.


102 Id. Google, Managing, reviewing, and updating your information, Google Privacy and Terms, https://policies.google.com/privacy#infochoices (last visited 14 February 2019) (providing direct links to a user’s Google Account privacy controls, including Ad Settings; from Ads Settings, users can manage their preferences about ads shown on Google and on sites and apps that partner with Google).

103 Id.

4. Google Faces Many Competitors for Users and Advertisers

The Preliminary Report bases many of its recommendations on the mistaken premise that Google has market power in search, search advertising, and news media referrals. We describe in this section why we do not compete in a market for “news media referrals,” as well as examples of the competition we face in search and search advertising.

- “News media referral services”: Google competes for users by providing high quality search results. Google does not compete to provide, or have market power in, “news media referral services” to news sites. Google provides search results to users and advertising to advertisers; any resulting “referrals” to third-party sites are the (valuable) byproduct of Google seeking to provide services to its users. Furthermore, Google is just one among many sources of traffic to news sites. Direct navigation by consumers to news sites is the largest source of traffic.  

- Search: Google faces fierce competition from other providers, including vertical search sites like Amazon, Expedia, Domain and Carsales.com, many of which users access directly through mobile apps. The Preliminary Report is incorrect to conclude that there is limited substitutability between generalised and specialised search services, and that Google is insulated from dynamic competition.

- Search advertising: The Preliminary Report is incorrect to conclude that Google is unconstrained by other forms of advertising. Google faces competition from many sources including thousands of search, travel, ecommerce, and publisher sites along with other forms of online and offline advertising.

Each of these is discussed in more detail below. As a general matter, the Preliminary Report does not include any standard analysis to define relevant markets or to assess market power in these purported markets. Analysing the competitive constraints on Google would confirm that these spaces are dynamic and highly competitive for the reasons explained below.

4.1. Google Competes for Users, Not to Provide “News Media Referral Services”

4.1.1. Market Definition

The Preliminary Report does not contain any evidence or analysis showing that there is a market for “news media referral services,” or that Google even competes in such a market. We compete for two sets of customers: users that search Google for information and advertisers that advertise to users. News referral traffic is incidental to the provision of high quality search results to users.

There are countless examples in the Australian economy of rating, ranking, or reporting services that influence consumers—from simple word-of-mouth to specific review sites—but that does not create a relevant market for referrals. Restaurants that receive praise on a review site may receive an increase in customers, but that does not mean that the site is active in a market for restaurant referrals. Products favourably reviewed by a respected product review publication may receive increased sales, but again,


106 Product market definition requires careful, evidence-based analysis of all substitutable products; and an assessment of market power requires careful, evidence-based analysis of all competitive constraints (see, Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), s 4E and s 46(4)). This analysis is largely absent in the Preliminary Report notwithstanding the significance of the findings and recommendations.
that does not mean that the publication or reviewer are active in a market for product sales referrals even if the publication includes unsponsored links assisting readers to find these products. What is common in each of these cases is that the referrals are ancillary to a separate product being provided for the benefit of the consumer and any advertisers, not the recipient of the referrals. Google Search is for the benefit of users searching on Google and valuable clicks to news sites are only possible due to Google’s success in providing users with relevant results.

4.1.2. Market Power

The Preliminary Report does not account for relevant constraints on Google in concluding that Google has market power in news referrals: specifically, that if Google restricted user access to high quality sites, we would lose users and advertisers. The Preliminary Report ignores that the primary competitive constraint for Google (even as it pertains to policies affecting publishers) arises from competition for users and advertisers. The traffic news sites receive from Google is undoubtedly valuable to those sites, but our focus is not on referring traffic to those sites. Rather, our focus is on providing relevant search results to users, which we must do to attract the users who in turn click on news publisher sites. As such, the discussion of “market power” in “news media referral services” is besides the point given that we are incentivised by our users to provide high quality referrals via search results.

The approach in the Preliminary Report suggests that if a restaurant review site’s favourable review caused restaurants to gain on average 30% more customers, that site has market power in restaurant referrals. Yet, the site is competing for readers of its reviews, not to provide restaurant referrals. Generally, review sites compete to attract users and sell advertising to advertisers who wish to reach those readers. If users do not value the opinions of reviewers, then the site will not attract readers and advertisers. Similarly, Google competes to provide search results to users and the resulting clicks to news publisher sites do not provide Google with market power in “news media referrals” any more than a popular restaurant critic has market power in restaurant referrals.

The conclusion in the Preliminary Report that Google has market power based on traffic referrals to news sites is also overstated. Even if “referral services” were a relevant market, it is clear that news publishers receive a significant share of their traffic from other sources. According to the Preliminary Report, Google accounted for 28% of news referrals to news websites, while 43% of consumers “accessed the websites directly by typing the address into the browser.”

The Preliminary Report recognises the importance of traffic through sources other than digital platforms, noting that “even for people who use digital platforms, other media formats remain important sources for journalism that is particularly significant to the public interest.”

As the ACCC’s survey notes, 55% of Australians still use print or broadcast as their main source of news.

Even within the digital channel, there are many other sources of referral traffic to news sites, including direct access through a browser, television and radio ads, online ads, organic links in one news site to stories on others, native advertising platforms, and mobile apps.

---


108 See, id. at 286. See also Roy Morgan Research, Consumer Use of News, at section 2.1, p. 6 (“Television is the most commonly reported ‘main’ platform for accessing news (32%);” section 2.2, p. 7 (“[T]elevision (67%), radio (47%), and news websites (39%) were most commonly used to access ‘news of the day’”).

The evidence also demonstrates that Australians access news through a variety of sources. Publicly available information shows that when app usage and navigational queries (queries with the name of the news publisher, e.g., “Sydney Morning Herald”) are taken into account, non-navigational Google queries (e.g., “Thai cave rescues”) represent only approximately 17.9% of traffic referrals across the top 40 Australian online news publications (see pie chart below). These results are consistent with research commissioned by the ACCC for the purpose of the Inquiry that showed that more than half of people who accessed news through a digital platform also accessed news websites or apps directly. A survey by the News and Media Research Centre also found more users search for news by referring to a specific media brand (29%) than a specific story (26%). In addition, it found that 37% of participants access news online by going direct to the news publishers’ website.

![Top 40 Australian News Website Traffic Sources](chart.png)

Notes: Top 40 Australian news websites based on SimilarWeb “News and Media” category excluding weather websites, ranked by SimilarWeb monthly visits by Australian users in December 2018. All traffic other than apps is from browsing activity. Includes desktop and mobile devices. Mobile-specific traffic is imputed based on desktop-only shares if mobile-specific shares are not available. SimilarWeb visits include website subdomains. “Other” includes other search, social, email, and third-party site referrals. App traffic calculated by multiplying monthly active user count by monthly sessions per user. Missing monthly active users and/or monthly sessions per user are estimated as the average of active users or sessions per user for months where data is available.

Sources: SimilarWeb; App Annie.

The Preliminary Report acknowledges Google’s compelling interest in providing relevant results to users. Crucially, the interests of certain publishers and Google users are not necessarily always aligned: for example, if Google refers traffic to high quality sites, it can benefit both Google and our users because users who locate quality information on those sites are likely to use Google again. But low quality sites—particularly those that try to game Google’s ranking algorithms—can impose a cost on

---


[112] See, Preliminary Report at 116 (“Google has an incentive to maintain or increase the quality of its search service to attract users (and advertisers) to its platform. This includes providing high quality search results to users, with information relevant to the search term.”).
Google and on its users, both by creating a negative user experience and by crowding out sources of information that searchers would find useful. Not every news site can be ranked at the top of the search results page, but the overall percentage of user clicks that Google refers to news sites is consistently around three percent of total user clicks on Google. Although news publishers benefit from free traffic and Google benefits from displaying links to news sites in its search results, this relationship should not create an obligation for Google to alter its product or to prioritise the needs of certain publishers over those of its users and advertisers.

4.2. Google Faces Strong Competition in Search and Search Advertising

4.2.1. Competition for User Queries

The Preliminary Report does not consider the aggressive competition Google faces for user queries in reaching its conclusion that Google has market power in search. Every user query on Google is about a specific topic and for each topic there are many alternatives to searching on Google. Users can easily search on alternative sites or apps and increasingly do so. For any given query, we compete with all types of successful services that are able to answer the same query.

In addition to competing with general search providers like Bing and DuckDuckGo, Google competes directly with specialised search services for many categories of queries, including shopping, local, travel, and more. The most prominent example, of course, is Amazon, which is the most popular search service for product searches in the United States. In travel search, Webjet, Expedia, Trivago, TripAdvisor, Skyscanner and Wotif are very popular. Similarly, in local search, Yelp, TripAdvisor, Facebook, Instagram, OpenTable, and many country-specific platforms such as True Local or The Fork in Australia, are used to find restaurants and other retail establishments. Answer engines such as Wolfram Alpha and Britannica.com provide users with popular alternatives to search for historical, scientific, and other facts. And as the Preliminary Report recognises, users readily turn to both Facebook and Google, among many others, to find news even though the Preliminary Report alleges they compete in separate markets for “general search” and “social media services.”

As a consequence, Google faces dynamic competition across a range of different types of queries. Solely looking at Google’s market share in “general search,” as the Preliminary Report does, is not an accurate indication of the relevant set of competitors or their shares for any given type of query. Even if specialised sites do not compete for all user queries, they do compete within their respective areas of expertise. Given the wide array of vertical sites, Google faces competitive pressure across a wide

113 In 2018, based on data from SimilarWeb and App Annie, 59% of the total traffic to the top four shopping platforms in Australia (eBay, Gumtree, Ozbargain, and Amazon) was via mobile apps, 23% of traffic came from users directly navigating to the provider website, and just 10% came from Google organic search referrals.

114 See, e.g., Krista Garcia, More product searches start on Amazon, Emarketer Retail (7 September 2018), https://retail.emarketer.com/article/more-product-searches-start-on-amazon/5b92c0e0ebd40005bc4dc7ae.


spectrum of user queries. ¹¹⁸ This requires us to continually innovate on how we provide both specialised results (e.g., Top Stories) and “blue links” to the benefit of users.

4.2.2. Competition for Advertising

The Preliminary Report is incorrect to conclude that Google’s search advertising products are not constrained by other forms of advertising. Google faces fierce competition in advertising, of which search advertising is only one part. Advertisers allocate their advertising budgets amongst a wide spectrum of outlets such as TV, radio, outdoor, print media, and digital. Google must compete with players from all of these formats for its share of the overall advertising budget.¹¹⁹

Google faces especially intense competition from its digital advertising peers. We compete with many sites—not just “general search” sites—for ad spending within many different categories (e.g., shopping, travel, as set out above). Advertisers and ad agencies are sophisticated, and allocate spend based on return-on-investment (“ROI”) across a variety of ad providers, including but not limited to search, typically on the basis of advanced media mix optimisation models.²⁰ Marketing tools such as Kenshoo and Marin help advertisers and agencies manage and shift spend across all types of digital advertising providers. Even within search advertising, the Preliminary Report understates the competitive significance of vertical

¹¹⁸ In re Google Inc., File No. 111-0163, Statement of the Federal Trade Commission Regarding Google’s Search Practices (3 January 2013) (“General purpose search engines are distinct from ‘vertical’ search engines, which focus on narrowly defined categories of content such as shopping or travel. Although vertical search engines are not wholesale substitutes for general purpose search engines, they present consumers with an alternative to Google for specific categories of searches.”), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/statement-commission-regarding-googles-search-practices/130103brilliogooglesearchstmt.pdf.

¹¹⁹ Matt Schruers, Infographic: How Ad Dollars Are Spent, Disruptive Competition Project (16 January 2018), (“Consider today’s reality: advertisers compete to reach the same consumers across multiple mediums. Services that deliver ads digitally to an individual’s mobile device don’t just compete against one another; they compete directly with television, print and outdoor options (e.g., highway billboards, subway stations, Times Square installations).”), http://www.project-disco.org/competition/011618-how-ad-dollars-are-spent/#.XEtwmdJKiUk. According to this source, only 41% of a typical company’s ad spend is spent on digital advertising.

¹²⁰ See, Google Australia, Submission to the Digital Platforms Inquiry, 19 October 2018 at 2 (“Firms typically allocate their ad spend across different ad types, both online and offline, by using sophisticated tools to measure return on investment. Technological advancements in ad measurement and targeting have created increased competition among different ad formats. For example, Seven, Nine and MCN jointly launched an addressable TV advertising solution with granular targeting capabilities, to compete head to head with digital ad formats. [...] For any particular ad format, there are typically many different options for advertisers. For example, there are online companies offering search advertising beyond Google, including not only general search engines like Bing and Yahoo! but also a host of specialised search sites such as Amazon, Gumtree, Domain, Carsales.com, eBay and social networks like Facebook for shopping / product searches; Expedia, Stayz, Travelocity, TripAdvisor and Travelzoo for travel (hotel and flight) searches; Opendable, Dimmi, Square and many similar popular country-specific platforms for local restaurant or retail searches. Similarly, there are countless online platforms, websites and mobile applications, as well as traditional TV media, showing targetable and measurable video advertising.”); see also, e.g., Case No COMP/M.4731, Google / DoubleClick, European Commission decision of 11 March 2008 at para. 52 (“The market investigation also showed that, from a technical point of view, the differences between the different types of ads seem to be diminishing. [...] More generally, the fact that the ad serving tools helping advertisers to assess their return on investment are progressively converging across different types of ads reinforces the conclusion according to which all kinds of ads could be substitutable...”); Case No COMP/M.5727, Microsoft / Yahoo! Search Business, European Commission decision of 18 February 2010 at para. 71 (“[A] majority of respondents agree with the statement that all types of online advertising compete because advertisers mix and match different ad formats and targeting technologies...”); Report of the UK Competition Commission of 4 February 2009 (BBC Worldwide Limited, Channel Four Television Corporation and ITV plc) at para 4.151 (“we conclude that for the parties’ advertising customers, the relevant market is online advertising, including both video and nonvideo advertising in the UK”).

¹²¹ Marin Software, marinsoftware.com (last visited 14 February 2019); Kenshoo, kenshoo.com (last visited 14 February 2019).
search sites such as Amazon (in shopping) and Expedia and Booking.com (in travel), despite its previous investigation recognising the latter as significant players.\textsuperscript{122}

The Preliminary Report’s comparison of total search ad spending on Google to ad spend on Amazon and Expedia masks that Amazon and Expedia compete for only part of Google’s total ad revenue.\textsuperscript{123} But within their respective areas, they are much larger: according to recent reports, “some advertisers that sell on Amazon are moving 50 percent or more of their search budgets to Amazon.”\textsuperscript{124} This rapid rise underscores the ease with which an innovative entrant can become a significant competitor. Expedia’s relative significance is also much greater than the Preliminary Report indicates; while their business model emphasises referral fees over advertising (the Preliminary Report discusses only the latter), such referral fees are another form of marketing spending that competes with Google. In addition, Google competes heavily for ad spending with Facebook and countless other types of online platforms, websites, and apps, as well as with offline media like TV, radio, outdoor, and print. As a consequence, Google and other digital platforms face significant and continual pressure to invest in innovation and quality improvements to their platforms.

\subsection*{4.2.3. Access to a Large User Base or Large-Scale User Data is Not an Entry Barrier}

Google attracts users to its search engine by constantly innovating and improving it. This started with the PageRank algorithm, which helped us to become popular as a search engine despite the presence of more established search engines at the time, like Yahoo!, Lycos, AltaVista and Ask. Since then Google has grown and maintained its popularity by investing billions of dollars every year in the development of Google Search, leading to innovations like Google Translate, Google Maps integration, Universal Search, Voice Search, the Knowledge Graph, and RankBrain, to name just a few.\textsuperscript{125} We remain focused on investments in engineering-driven search innovations because we are well aware that is the only way to maintain our popularity with users and, as a result, advertisers.\textsuperscript{126} There are many examples of incumbents that had a large user base, yet were overtaken by newcomers that began with fewer users and less data (e.g., MySpace, AOL Instant Messenger, AltaVista, Lycos).

\textbf{There are No Meaningful Network Effects in Search}

The Preliminary Report suggests that new entrants in search may face entry barriers due to network effects. According to the Preliminary Report, Google’s collection of user data allows Google to improve

\footnotesize
\begin{enumerate}
\item[123] Preliminary Report at 58, Figure 2.8. The Preliminary Report’s analysis of ad spend on Amazon, Google, and Expedia also does not account for competition for users. For example, when users search for products on Amazon, instead of Google, Google loses the ability to sell as many product-related ads. Irrespective of total ad spend on Amazon, competition for users places a competitive constraint on Google.
\item[124] Ginny Marvin, Some large search budgets are moving to Amazon, say agency executives, Search Engine Land (10 October 2018), https://searchengineland.com/some-large-search-budgets-are-moving-to-amazon-say-agency-executives-306432.
\end{enumerate}
its algorithms and stay ahead of the competition.  This theory assumes the existence of feedback loops where more users and more advertisers result in better search and ad results, which in turn attracts more users. However, such feedback loops do not exist in search and search advertising. This is explained in further detail below.

**Large-scale user data are not a key input in Google Search.** Google’s search algorithms are not primarily reliant on large volumes of user data to provide a useful service to users. Providing relevant results to the most frequently entered user queries typically does not require analysis of a large set of user data. For example, for navigational queries (e.g., “eBay”) or queries for names of personalities (e.g., “Meghan Markle”), products (e.g., “galaxy s9”), or events (e.g., “world cup”), user intent is usually clear from the query itself. And although Google has processed a lot of user queries, the percentage of queries per day that we have never seen before has stayed constant over time. This indicates that, while user query data may play some role in improving our search algorithms, it is not a key input and does not solve the challenges associated with providing relevant results to less common queries. Instead, Google’s ability to return relevant results to queries, whether common or uncommon, derives primarily from the quality of its engineering (e.g., Google’s PageRank).

**The number of advertisers does not drive the number of users in Google Search.** The Preliminary Report also suggests there is a feedback loop on the theory that the number of advertisers that Google Search attracts make it more valuable to users. That is not the case. While users benefit indirectly from Google’s ad revenue, because we allow them to use Google Search for free, users typically do not consider a search platform more valuable because it offers more or better ads, or a larger pool of advertising. Rather, users turn to Google Search primarily based on the quality of the organic search results it returns in response to queries.

**Google’s pay-per-click model undercuts network effects in search advertising.** It is true that advertisers would not be interested in buying ads on Google if we had no users, as is the case with any ad-supported business. However, the number of users does not create a meaningful network effect for ads on Google Search because we price search ads on a pay-per-click basis. In a pay-per-click model, more user clicks may represent more value, but more clicks come at a proportionately higher cost. This is different from more traditional advertising where an advertiser is charged a fixed price to place an ad, regardless of the amount of users who actually view the ad. Advertising on a larger pay-per-click platform therefore may not be any more profitable than advertising on a smaller advertising platform. In addition, under a pay-per-click model, the advertiser pays the same amount when it splits an ad campaign across different ad platforms as it does when it spends the campaign on a single platform. Pay-per-click models thus have facilitated multi-homing, which undercuts network effects.

---
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User Data Scale and Scope are Not Entry Barriers in Advertising Services

The Preliminary Report suggests that the scale and scope of user data creates or increases barriers to entry or expansion for competing advertising platforms. The theory set forth in the Preliminary Report is that this gives digital platforms a comparative advantage in targeting ads. While user data can be valuable for some forms of ad targeting, there are strong indications that the scale and scope of the user data we collect has not created or increased barriers to entry in search advertising or other advertising formats or services.

Firms have entered online advertising successfully without large-scale user data. While user data can be valuable to target advertising, there is significant empirical evidence suggesting that access to large-scale user data typically is not a barrier to entry or success in online advertising. For example, Snapchat, Spotify, Pinterest, Etsy, Reddit and numerous other now-popular online brands that launched not so long ago, without any preexisting user data, are competing successfully for ad spend against established firms with access to much more user data. There are also many examples of industry incumbents that had a large user base and access to user data at a large scale, yet did not remain popular (e.g., MySpace, AOL Instant Messenger, AltaVista, Lycos). As such, the key to success in the online advertising world continues to be innovative consumer services, rather than just user data.

There are also several forms of targeted advertising, including search advertising, that do not require large user datasets to be effective. In the case of search advertising, the key parameter to target the ad is typically the query entered by the user into the search bar rather than any demographic or other data about the particular user. Moreover, search ads are primarily targeted by advertisers themselves, by selecting keywords, entering bids and budgets, and choosing other criteria (e.g., time of day, geography). In the case of display advertising, there are also targeted ad formats that typically do not require large-scale user data. For example, contextual advertising is primarily based on the content of the website on which the advertising is shown (e.g., rugby jerseys advertised on a website devoted to rugby fans). Finally, even where scale of user data may be advantageous in ad targeting, studies have shown that there are often diminishing returns to scale.

Consumers share data with many firms. Most consumers use many different online services on a given day and share data with most of the service providers they use. Studies suggest, for example, that Australians on average use their phone as much as 2.5 hours each day, use 10 apps per day and 36 different apps every month, and have about 100 apps on their phone. Most of these mobile apps
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134 See, e.g., Bray Stoneham, This is How Long the Average Australian Spends Using Their Phone Every Year, Men’s Health (7 February 2017), https://www.menshealth.com.au/time-aussies-spend-on-phone; Luke Frost, Study:
collect a variety of user data, including location information, device information, mobile platform information, web browsing information, billing information, etc.  

There are many firms beyond Google with access to large volumes of user data, and it is unlikely that any one firm has unique access to user data. Examples include digital platforms like Amazon, Apple, Microsoft (Bing, LinkedIn, Skype), Uber, Airbnb, Netflix, Spotify, Pandora, Twitter, and countless other popular companies, as well as traditional firms including banks, phone companies, cable companies, airlines, credit card companies, large retailers, and many others. Most companies collect user data on a large scale and use it to advertise or sell their products and services more effectively. Many are acquiring or developing digital technologies and relying on customer data to offer more targeted advertising that competes with online advertising, including Telstra and Multi Channel Network.

**Third-parties facilitate access to data.** Even where companies do not collect their own data, they can rely on advertising technology companies whose business is to help other companies target their advertising. Based on the data they collect, advertising technology companies are able to help advertisers or publishers (or both) improve the relevance of ads served to users, optimise monetisation of ad inventory, and improve sales conversions for advertisers. Publishers often use as many as 20 or more different advertising technology companies at any given time. Each of these companies collect the same types of user data, and many do so on a large scale. In addition, there are companies called data brokers that aggregate and sell large volumes of consumer data. To the extent a company seeks access to large-scale user data for advertising purposes, it is not necessary to develop that data through a consumer service; large-scale data or data solutions can also be sourced from third-parties.

---


88 Reports suggest that popular websites include an average of 20 different tracking cookies. Steven Englehardt and Arvind Narayanan (Princeton University), Online Tracking: A 1-million-site Measurement and Analysis, ACM Conference on Computer and Communication Security Submission, at 10, Figure 6 (October 2016), http://randomwalker.info/publications/OpenWPM_1_million_site_tracking_measurement.pdf.

89 In 2018, one broker generated roughly 1.4 billion AUD in revenue, and in a U.S. government report, it was shown that that “broker had 3,000 ‘data segments’ for nearly every US consumer.” Sacha Moltorisz, It’s time for third-party data brokers to emerge from the shadows, The Conversation (4 April 2018), https://theconversation.com/its-time-for-third-party-data-brokers-to-emerge-from-the-shadows-94298.
5. The Preliminary Report Does Not Substantiate the Need for New Regulatory Oversight

The Preliminary Report calls for new regulation to address perceived problems with digital platforms. Preliminary Recommendation 4 calls for a “regulatory authority” that is “tasked to monitor, investigate and report” on whether digital platforms are “favouring their own business interests above those of advertisers or potentially competing businesses.” Preliminary Recommendation 5 calls for the same authority to “monitor, investigate and report on the ranking of news and journalistic content by digital platforms and the provision of referral services to news media businesses.” Finally, the Preliminary Report notes that the ACCC is considering establishing an ombudsman “to deal with complaints about digital platforms from consumers, advertisers, media companies, and other business users of digital platforms.”

Google believes smart regulation starts with a focus on a specific problem and seeks well-tailored and well-informed solutions, thinking through the benefits, the second-order impacts, and the potential for unintended side-effects. In this light, new regulatory oversight is not necessary for several reasons.

First, Preliminary Recommendation 4 calls for regulation to address potential anticompetitive favouring by digital platforms, but the Preliminary Report provides no evidence of such favouring by Google. Any investigation of claims of anticompetitive favouring would be possible under existing laws and regulations.

Second, Preliminary Recommendation 5 calls for regulation to address digital platforms’ news ranking and display practices, yet the Preliminary Report makes no finding that Google’s news ranking practices are harmful to users, news publishers, or the quality of journalistic content generally. To the contrary, the Preliminary Report highlights the quality and relevance of Google’s news results. To the extent the ACCC is concerned about support for public interest journalism in Australia generally, there are other ways to address those concerns; regulation of ranking is not the answer.

Finally, Google has robust procedures in place for handling customer complaints and we believe that issues in relation to customer complaints can be addressed through existing laws and regulations. While we believe our procedures for handling complaints meet the needs of Australian businesses and consumers, we remain open to constructive dialogue about how to handle consumer complaints.

5.1. No New Regulation is Necessary to Address Claims of Anticompetitive Favouring

Courts, regulators, and commentators around the world, including the ACCC, have long recognised that vertical integration typically promotes competition. For example, vertical integration enables
businesses to reduce their supply and distribution costs and pass those savings on to consumers. In the absence of vertical integration, firms at different levels of a supply chain each take a profit margin. A vertically integrated firm, by contrast, only needs to factor in a single profit margin, which enables it to charge consumers lower prices. Further, seamless integration between products that work together can streamline the customer experience and create opportunities for innovation. As such, businesses routinely promote their own products and services and vertically integrate in order to offer consumers improved products and services. Consider, for example, how Netflix’s vertical expansion into the production of TV shows and movies and promotion of its own content on its service has enhanced its offering to consumers. Similarly, Tesla has been very successful in improving its products with a strategy of vertical integration. Favouring—a business promoting its own products and services—as a general matter is competition on the merits. Not favouring—promoting rivals over your own offering—is an election to dampen competition. The vast majority of self-promotion is procompetitive, and only under narrow circumstances could be a competitive problem.

The Preliminary Report, however, suggests that a vertically integrated business promoting its own services is inherently suspect or concerning. As a result, the Preliminary Report recommends creating new regulation to investigate whether Google “could” engage in anticompetitive favouring of its own products and services. The recommendation is based on a few hypothetical scenarios that either are implausible or unlikely to be anticompetitive. For example, the Preliminary Report suggests that Google may be “favouring or preferring their own advertising inventory” in demand side platform (“DSP”) services “as opposed to acting in the best interests of the advertiser.” However, such a practice would undercut the value of Google’s DSP service (Display & Video 360 or DV360). The value of a DSP is to enable advertisers to buy ad inventory across multiple ad exchanges in a way that maximises their return on investment. Google’s DSP service competes against many popular DSPs, including DSPs offered by Amazon, MediaMath, TheTradeDesk, Adobe, AppNexus, Dataxu, to name just a few. If Google used DV360 to favour its own ad inventory to the detriment of advertisers, it would degrade the quality of our DSP service and drive advertisers to these alternate DSPs. For similar reasons it would not make sense for Google to use DV360 to favour its ad inventory on Google’s ad exchange over inventory on other ad exchanges to the detriment of advertisers. That too would degrade the quality of DV360 and drive advertisers to alternative DSPs.

Another hypothetical scenario presented in the report is that Google might favour websites that are part of the Google Display Network (“GDN”) over other websites by ranking the former higher in Google Search results. Google does not change the ranking or display of websites in its organic search results based on whether they buy services from Google or participate in the GDN. Moreover, we would have no incentive to sacrifice search quality, which is by far the greatest source of Google’s revenue and profits, in order to promote a business in which Google earns a comparatively small proportion of revenue and profits.

---
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The Preliminary Report cites the European Commission’s *Shopping* case (which is still under appeal) as the basis for concerns about favouring in Search. However, the Preliminary Report does not establish why it cannot explore any search ranking concerns using existing investigative tools, just as the EC and competition authorities in several other countries have done. Notably, the Australian Government amended Section 46 of the CCA in 2016 in order to address the type of unilateral conduct described in the Preliminary Report.\(^{149}\) Moreover, the Preliminary Report does not acknowledge jurisdictions around the world that have investigated Google’s search practices and found no competitive harm (including the United Kingdom,\(^{150}\) Canada,\(^{151}\) the United States,\(^{152}\) Brazil,\(^{153}\) Taiwan,\(^{154}\) and Germany\(^{155}\)). Creating new regulations is unnecessary and may result in duplicative regulations and enforcement standards.

5.2. **Regulation of News Ranking is Not Supported by Guiding Principles or Evidence, and Would Not Achieve the ACCC’s Goals**

Google does not support the Preliminary Report’s recommendation for new regulation over digital platforms’ news ranking for several reasons. First, the *Australian Government Guide to Regulation* provides that “Regulation should not be the default option” but “should be imposed only when it can be shown to offer an overall net benefit.”\(^{156}\) It is in this context that proposals for increased regulation or regulatory oversight should be considered. As discussed below, the Preliminary Report’s recommendation that new regulation be imposed on specified platforms requires further, more careful consideration of the costs and benefits, and serious consultation with all stakeholders. The fine details of how our algorithms work are some of our most sensitive business secrets, are critical to our competitive

---

\(^{149}\) These amendments are commonly referred to as the Harper Amendments. Prior to these amendments, Section 46 required the ACCC to show that a company had “taken advantage of” its market power. The amendments removed this “take advantage” requirement and implemented an effects test in place of a purpose test. These amendments strengthened the prohibition on misuse of market power to better target anticompetitive unilateral conduct. As the ACCC Chair, Rod Sims, stated: “[W]e are, of course, aware of arguments in relation to dominant platforms and their entry into various ‘vertical’ businesses. . . . The EC’s case against Google Shopping is one example. . . . The ACCC is turning its mind to such issues. The Harper changes now give us the tools to do so, which we did not have before.” Speech by Chair Rod Sims, *Address to the Law Council of Australia Annual General Meeting*, Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (3 August. 2018),[https://www.accc.gov.au/speech/address-to-the-law-council-of-australia-annual-general-meeting](https://www.accc.gov.au/speech/address-to-the-law-council-of-australia-annual-general-meeting).


success, and are the output of enormous investment in continuous innovation. We believe government regulation of our search results with regard to the treatment of certain news publishers’ content should be considered only in response to the strongest, clearest evidence of harm to consumers.

Second, new regulation over news ranking is not supported by the evidence. The Preliminary Report’s recommendation is based primarily on concerns raised by news publishers, yet does not find that Google’s news ranking practices harm news publishers. Australian news publishers receive considerable value from Google in the form of billions of free clicks (more than two billion in 2018). The reason Google is able to provide these clicks is because Google provides relevant search results to users. The Preliminary Report finds that digital platforms, and Google’s news results, benefit users. For example, the Preliminary Report states that “Google has an incentive to maintain or increase the quality of its search service to attract users (and advertisers) to its platform. This includes providing high quality search results to users, with information relevant to the search term.” The Preliminary Report also acknowledges that consumers have more diversity and choice of news today than ever before, and states that “digital platforms appear to have had some influence in increasing the number of news outlets operating in Australia” and “are likely to have contributed to the increased number of media voices available and consumed by Australians, by facilitating the entrance of digital native publishers.” As these findings show, our interests are aligned with our users. The extensive evidence of consumer benefit when balanced against the weak evidence of harm to news publishers or competition should weigh heavily against regulating our search results.

Finally, we do not believe regulation of Google’s news ranking is necessary. The ACCC can investigate digital platforms’ handling of news content under existing laws and regulations. To the extent the ACCC has broader policy concerns about support for public interest journalism, there are better ways to address these concerns (e.g., direct public and private support).

5.2.1. The Preliminary Report has Not Satisfied Relevant Principles to Support New Regulation Over News Ranking

The Preliminary Report recommends new regulation over news ranking on digital platforms in large part to address a perceived public policy issue with the amount of transparency in digital platforms’ algorithms. According to the Preliminary Report, a lack of transparency may create uncertainty over how news content is ranked and displayed to consumers. This may cause news publishers to expend resources on better rankings rather than producing quality content. However, the Preliminary Report does not:

- **Identify a legitimate reason for government intervention.** The Preliminary Report does not identify why Google would withhold information about ranking if disclosure of the information would likely increase the quality of its search results as opposed to allowing sites to use the information to game the algorithms. Rather, we are incentivised to provide our users with relevant and high quality search results, including news results. We compete to

---
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attract users through the utility of our search engine, which would be limited if we fail to direct users to useful and relevant content. Google has no incentive to harm news publishers, through any alleged lack of algorithmic transparency (or otherwise) by providing low quality results for news-related queries, to the detriment of users. Our search engineers focus on designing algorithms to provide relevant results and they are separate from the engineers that work on advertising. Moreover, the output of Search is freely available to all and consistent across users in the same region. As a result, experiments can be performed to test how media content is treated by the algorithms without additional regulation.

- **Demonstrate that a regulatory authority would improve the quality of Google’s search results for users while addressing the concerns of publishers.** Google’s ranking decisions are informed by thousands of staff across many functional areas, including engineering and design; rating and testing; and functions dedicated to consumer / advertiser protections from abuse. It is not clear how a regulatory authority would undertake the complex task of assessing the appropriate ranking of news content.

- **Consider a range of other policy options, including the status quo.** This is an essential part of a regulatory cost / benefit analysis, and we encourage the ACCC to give more thought to each of the issues outlined above.

In considering the status quo, more consideration should be given to the substantial amount of information about our algorithms we provide in order to provide transparency and incentivise sites to improve. At the same time, we are careful not to reveal too much information about our algorithms to protect against “gaming” of our algorithms. Ranking signals are an imperfect proxy for quality and relevance. If websites can optimise for these signals directly without improving quality, they can appear to the algorithm to have higher-quality content than is warranted. The Preliminary Report suggests that news publishers would benefit from more disclosure of how Google ranks news content. However, public interest journalism could be adversely affected if more transparency about how our algorithms work enables sites with low quality content to outrank high quality content.

---

162 See, e.g., The Economist, *Googling the news – Are Google searches biased in favour of left-leaning news outlets?* (30 August 2018). (In response to a claim by Donald Trump that 96% of Google search results for ‘Trump News’ were articles from perceived left-wing media outlets, The Economist wrote a program that searched for ‘Trump’ on Google News every day in that year. Ultimately, it was concluded that “[a]fter controlling for trustworthiness and volume of Trump articles published, we found there was no evidence that ideology influences Google News results.”), [https://www.economist.com/united-states/2018/08/30/googling-the-news](https://www.economist.com/united-states/2018/08/30/googling-the-news); see also, e.g., Matt Southern, *News Sites Benefiting From June’s Google Quality Update [STUDY]*, Search Engine Watch (13 July 2016), [https://www.searchenginejournal.com/news-sites-benefitting-junes-google-quality-update-study/168263/#close](https://www.searchenginejournal.com/news-sites-benefitting-junes-google-quality-update-study/168263/#close).

163 *Ways to succeed in Google News*, Google Webmasters Blog (17 January 2019), [https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2019/01/ways-to-succeed-in-google-news.html](https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2019/01/ways-to-succeed-in-google-news.html). In addition, Google publishes the 164-page guidelines used by Google’s global team of raters in evaluating search results. The guidelines set out in clear language the instructions raters are provided when they evaluate search results. Google provides its Webmaster, Content and Quality guidelines to explain best practices and the types of techniques sites should avoid and also provides helpful explanations on its “How Search Works” webpage. Further, Google hosts webmaster forums where webmasters ask for help from Google employees and experts all around the world. They currently cover 15 languages and host more than 50,000 conversations per year (see, Vincent Courson, *Google is introducing its Product Experts Program!*, Google Webmaster Central Blog (11 October 2018), [https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2018/10/google-introducing-product-experts-program.html](https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2018/10/google-introducing-product-experts-program.html); See also, Amit Singhal, *More guidance on building high-quality sites*, Google Webmaster Central Blog (6 May 2011) (“we aren’t disclosing the actual ranking signals used in our algorithms because we don’t want folks to game our search results; but if you want to step into Google’s mindset, the questions below provide some guidance on how we’ve been looking at the issue: Would you trust the information presented in this article? . . . Does the article provide original content or information, original reporting, original research, or original analysis?”), [https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2011/05/more-guidance-on-building-high-quality.html](https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2011/05/more-guidance-on-building-high-quality.html).
As just one example, Google’s foundational ranking signal is PageRank, which treats a link to a webpage as a “vote” for the quality of that webpage. When Google Search launched in the late 1990s, PageRank’s ability to understand site quality yielded significantly higher-quality search results. But webmasters began to try to game the PageRank signal by artificially trading or buying links, or even in some cases hacking third-party sites to place links to their own site. This behaviour had little correlation with the quality of the site’s content, but PageRank had trouble telling the difference between honestly-placed “votes” and ones put in place solely to manipulate it. Google has therefore had to invest significant resources in detecting these sorts of link schemes. This specific example highlights that disclosure about how Google’s algorithms work can enable webmasters to spend their resources aiming at the details of the algorithm, rather than at providing high quality content that users want.

5.2.2. The Preliminary Report Provides Insufficient Evidence to Support Claims by News Publishers

News publishers have raised issues over several aspects of Google’s news products, including our use of snippets, our former First Click Free policy, adoption of AMP, and the quality of the news we surface to users. In each of these instances, the Preliminary Report’s conclusions either lack sufficient support or are contradicted by evidence contained in the Preliminary Report.

a. The Preliminary Report Finds that There is No “Optimal” Snippet Length and that Users Benefit from Snippets

The Preliminary Report acknowledges the usefulness of snippets for all parties, stating that, “[s]nippets or summaries are beneficial to digital platforms, news publishers, and consumers.”\(^\text{164}\) The Preliminary Report suggests a snippet must strike a balance between providing enough information to a reader to entice the reader to click through to the news site and at the same time not providing so much information that the reader is no longer interested in clicking through to the news site.\(^\text{165}\) While the Preliminary Report states that the ACCC does not have any evidence that snippets negatively affect Australian consumer click through rates,\(^\text{166}\) the opposite evidence does exist. Germany enacted legislation requiring news aggregators to pay a levy to media businesses to display their snippets. Sites that required Google to pay saw their referral traffic drop when Google ceased displaying snippets to their sites.\(^\text{167}\) In Spain, news publishers were required to charge news aggregators for displaying their content resulting in the closure of several news aggregators, including Google News.\(^\text{168}\) We share the ACCC’s skepticism that requiring digital platforms to pay news platforms for the display of snippets is a good idea given the benefits of snippets to users.\(^\text{169}\)

b. The Preliminary Report Acknowledges that Flexible Sampling Benefits Both Users and Publishers

We believe that users should see what our systems see when they access the same web page. Having a publisher present the full text of an article to us, but not to our users (instead, a pop-up, a paywall, or other more nefarious forms of “bait-and-switch” practices) harms the user experience. Nevertheless, to encourage users to access subscription-based news content and create promotional opportunities for
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\(^{168}\) Id. at 279-80. Requiring search engines to pay website owners every time their site appears in a search result would make the search engine business model unsustainable, especially considering that the majority of queries (and in particular news queries) do not generate ads.
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publishers, Google created an opt-in technology for publishers called First Click Free in 2008. Google created FCF to encourage users to access subscription-based news content and create promotional opportunities for publishers. Publishers that implemented FCF would enable users to click from Google results to a news article without encountering a paywall. Publishers could then direct readers to a paywall if they tried to read other articles after the initial click. Google has revised FCF over time in response to feedback from news publishers. We reduced the number of articles a user could access from search results to a maximum of five per day in 2009, and then to a maximum of three articles per day in 2015. After working with publishers to investigate the effects of FCF on user satisfaction and the publishing ecosystem, Google replaced FCF with Flexible Sampling in 2017. This approach lets news publishers determine the amount of free content they provide to users. The Preliminary Report concludes that Flexible Sampling appears to have “made a meaningful difference to news publishers”\textsuperscript{170} and recognises the benefits of allowing users to sample content while providing publishers with control over the amount of free content. Indeed, Flexible Sampling shows that publisher concerns can be addressed by Google without the need for special regulation.\textsuperscript{171}

c. The Preliminary Report Acknowledges that it Does Not Have Evidence to Support the Claim that the Use of the AMP Format Reduces Publishers’ Advertising Revenue

AMP is an open-source project that, as the Preliminary Report acknowledges, has substantially improved page load times for mobile content, benefitting users, advertisers, and publishers alike.\textsuperscript{172} A few news publishers nevertheless have raised concerns about certain effects they claim AMP has had on their online business.\textsuperscript{173}

The ACCC evaluated these concerns and, for the most part, appears to correctly recognise that they lack sufficient factual support or have been resolved already. The ACCC appears, however, to still be considering the unsupported assertions by certain news publishers that “Google’s use and promotion of the AMP format may have led to suboptimal outcomes for news publishers in the form of reduced traffic and subsequently, advertising revenue” because “the AMP format necessarily reduces the amount of space or inventory for advertising opportunities.”\textsuperscript{174} The Preliminary Report claims that this, in turn, “has the effect of reducing news publishers’ opportunities to monetise their content.”\textsuperscript{175}

These assertions are not correct. First, as the AMP Project has publicly stated, “There are no restrictions in AMP that would make a publisher have fewer ads on AMP pages than on non-AMP Pages.”\textsuperscript{176} The AMP Project provides tips to help publishers, such as to “Place the same number of ads on AMP Pages as your non-AMP pages to generate maximum revenue per page.”\textsuperscript{177} Second, focusing narrowly on the number of ads on a single page ignores the fact that AMP leads to improved page load times, increased
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site traffic, superior ad engagement, and thus typically increases advertising revenue overall. The AMP Project has implemented new innovations to allow publishers to use yield-maximisation techniques while also supporting quick load times. Finally, as the Preliminary Report acknowledges, “content is not penalised in organic Google Search results for being non-AMP,” and non-AMP web pages can still rank highly in Google Search results if they offer relevant content.

**d. Google Search Aims to Promote High Quality News Content**

Google provides users with relevant search results as is confirmed in the Preliminary Report. However, the Preliminary Report’s recommendations appear to be based in part on concerns that digital platforms surface low quality news content to users. We believe these concerns are misplaced as to Google.

Google ranks and displays news content (and advertisements) to our users very differently than social media sites. Google, as the Preliminary Report acknowledges, ranks and displays content based almost entirely on search keywords and user intent. The Preliminary Report also acknowledges that Google displays news content “[w]hen a user types a search term in Google Search that Google considers to have a ‘news intent’ (i.e., relevant to a current news item)” and that “[t]he stronger the user intent for news and the higher the quality of the results, the higher on the page” Google will display its specialised news result (i.e., Top Stories). The ACCC even went so far as to conduct an experiment comparing the relevancy of Google’s Top Stories results to a number of search terms and concluded that “it is clear that the search term influences the frequency with which news publishers are featured on the Top Stories carousel or organic search results.”

Social media sites, on the other hand, surface news content to users based on entirely different criteria. For example, unlike with Google, “[n]ews publishers are able to post news articles or links to news articles” on social networks, “which then show up on the news feeds of users who have liked or subscribed to receive posts from the media business.” Furthermore, “social media platforms determine the circumstances in which journalistic content posted by media organisations is served to platform users, albeit in the context of non-journalistic and user-generated content, and based on the user’s profile as opposed to a search undertaken by the user.”

---

178 For example, India Today has been receiving 23% more revenue from their AMP pages compared to non-AMP pages. Hearst saw a 29% improvement in ad viewability, with its news properties seeing a 237% increase in ad clickthrough rates. The Washington Post saw a 22% increase in mobile search users returning to its site in 7 days. Terra, the “largest online media company in the Spanish-Speaking world,” saw a 3,175% increase in total clicks in all countries, and a 33% increase in clickthrough rate in all countries. See, AMP Project, *Success stories of the domains publishing AMP pages*, AMP Project Case Studies, [https://www.ampproject.org/case-studies/publishers/](https://www.ampproject.org/case-studies/publishers/) (last visited 14 February 2019).
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The Preliminary Report also raises issues about digital platforms surfacing low quality content or creating “filter bubbles,” but finds that these relate primarily to social media platforms. As the Preliminary Report states, “[c]onsumers who rely on social media as their sole source of news could be repeatedly exposed to news stories or sources that share similar views, but may also be exposed to unfamiliar news sources that they have not chosen.”\textsuperscript{187} To the extent individual users of social media post or share content that complainants view as “clickbait,” this concern does not extend to Google’s search results.\textsuperscript{188}

5.2.3. Obstacles Print Newspapers Face are Due to Increased Competition and Changes Brought by the Internet

The Preliminary Report finds that the Internet, rapid technological changes, and digitalisation have changed the print news media in transformative ways, including its traditional value chain functions such as printing and distributing hard-copy newspapers.\textsuperscript{189} This new “online news ecosystem” also has “shifting functions, revenue streams, and business models.”\textsuperscript{190} The Preliminary Report notes that when journalistic content moved online due to the rapid uptake of the Internet, traditional print media started losing advertising revenue as advertising too moved online.\textsuperscript{191} Print media was impacted by the loss of classified advertising revenue as it moved to specialised online marketplaces like eBay and Carsales.com.\textsuperscript{192} Print media has faced challenges and competition from online news sources, blogs, and online marketplaces due to the rise of the Internet, not due to search engines.

The Preliminary Report similarly finds that there is no clear connection between the conduct of digital platforms and reduced investment in journalism and news production.\textsuperscript{193} While traditional media may have declined as a source of employment, the Preliminary Report notes that digital platforms have enabled the rise of “digital native” news businesses, increasing competition in the industry and increasing the diversity of news sources available to consumers.

Furthermore, the Preliminary Report does not suggest that there has been an actual decline in the quality of journalism.\textsuperscript{194} The decline in traditional print-media jobs in Australia due to loss of advertising revenue, as discussed in the Preliminary Report, does not mean there is less consumer interest in quality journalism or a decline in the number of journalists overall.\textsuperscript{195} In fact, the lowered barriers between

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{187} Id. at 274.
\textsuperscript{188} One of the Preliminary Report’s proposed solutions to this issue is requiring digital platforms to signal in their display of news content, using a badge, whether the news media source has signed up to certain standards for the creation of news and journalistic content; Preliminary Report at 15. Google does not object to the creation of a badging system, or publications displaying badges on their sites should they earn them. However, we do not believe a government regulator should require digital platforms to treat news publications with badges any differently than other news publications. We aim to provide our users the most relevant search results. The most relevant result might be from a publication outside Australia that is not part of the badging system, for example, and any badging that is used to suggest otherwise would not benefit users. The proposed standards could also be used to deter new entrants as they would be at a competitive disadvantage to incumbents as they wait on the process of potentially qualifying for such a badge. Such an outcome would be harmful both to press freedom and to the quality of public discourse—both objectives that the Preliminary Report seeks to protect.
\textsuperscript{189} Preliminary Report at 93.
\textsuperscript{190} Id.
\textsuperscript{191} Id. at 255.
\textsuperscript{192} Id.
\textsuperscript{193} Id. at 3-4.
\textsuperscript{194} Id. at 271.
\textsuperscript{195} Id. at 123.
\textsuperscript{196} Id. at 3.
\end{flushright}
publishers and readers enabled by the Internet and by platforms like Google have resulted in a world in which readers have access to more quality journalistic content, at lower prices. 197

5.3. Google’s Existing Complaint Resolution Protocols are Robust

Like any large business, Google receives complaints and requests for support from customers about a range of issues. We have built a process for providing assistance and resolving those complaints in effective and efficient ways. Together with existing laws and regulators such as the OAIC, the State Offices of Fair Trading, and the Office of the eSafety Commission, this ensures that consumers, advertisers, media companies and others have ways to further their interests and resolve their disputes with Google.

The ACCC has indicated in Area for Further Analysis 4 that it is considering a “digital platforms ombudsman” because it believes some advertisers, particularly small businesses, are unable to negotiate the terms on which they do business with Google, including seeking effective dispute resolution. 198 The Preliminary Report contemplates a range of disputes could be brought to a digital platforms ombudsman including: (a) business disputes about advertisement performance and false or misleading ads; (b) consumer disputes relating to scams and the removal of such content; and (c) media company disputes about the surfacing and ranking of news content.

For the reasons stated above, granting an ombudsman or a regulator powers to make decisions about the ranking of news content could lead to the promotion of lower quality, less relevant content instead of promoting public interest journalism. As detailed below, we also believe the combination of our dispute resolution processes, our efforts to combat ad fraud, existing laws, and public bodies are sufficient to handle the concerns identified in the Preliminary Report. However, we understand the concerns raised in the Preliminary Report and remain open to constructive dialogue about how to handle consumer complaints.

5.3.1. Google’s Internal Complaint Resolution Processes

Google delivers comprehensive and efficient complaint resolution solutions to its Australian customers, including small- and medium-sized businesses. Google promotes these support services as an advantage of using its products and services, and they are incorporated into the terms of its service-level agreements with advertisers. In Australia, advertising customers and users have access to 24-hour support via email and chat channels and phone support during business hours through which they can seek technical and other support services or seek resolution of a complaint or issue.

In 2017 and 2018, more than 90% of cases opened by Google in response to contact from small and medium-sized advertising customers were resolved within 96 hours. 199 After a case is closed, Google generally asks the relevant advertising customer to complete a survey as to whether they were satisfied with the service provided and the result obtained. 200 In 2017 and 2018, 92% of advertising customers that completed the survey indicated they were satisfied. 201

197 Id. at 26 ("The Internet made it possible for consumers of content to access an unprecedented breadth and depth of information, without the inherent geographic limitations of other mass media and information sources.").

198 Id. at 16.

199 This data relates to cases opened for customers of Google’s sales division in Australia which typically manages accounts with small and medium sized customers.

200 On average over 2017 and 2018, 76% of advertising customers were sent a survey to complete after their case was closed.

201 On average over 2017 and 2018, 24% of advertising customers completed the survey after receipt.
5.3.2. Industry Efforts to Combat Ad Fraud

Industry groups have also worked together to combat ad fraud. For example, the IAB Tech Lab released the ads.txt program in 2017. Ads.txt is an easily implemented text file that allows publishers to list authorised sellers of their inventory. Advertisers who buy from authorised sellers can be confident that they are purchasing genuine inventory (and publishers who use ads.txt diminish the chances that someone will misrepresent their inventory). In 2018, Google and the Guardian conducted a test that proved the effectiveness of ads.txt in combating ad fraud. The test found that there was no revenue discrepancy when DSPs purchased Guardian inventory from authorised sellers listed in the Guardian's ads.txt file, while revenue from inventory sold via unauthorised ad exchanges often did not reach the Guardian. Hundreds of thousands of domains have adopted ads.txt. Google and other players enable advertisers to purchase ads.txt authorised-only inventory on their ad systems.

Google has strong incentives to combat ad fraud. Maintaining advertisers’ and publishers’ trust in the online advertising ecosystem, and Google’s offerings in particular, is critical to the continued success of Google’s business model, and far outweighs whatever marginal, short-term benefits we could derive from tolerating fraud. Google’s global fraud prevention team includes data scientists, engineers and researchers that have developed over 200 sophisticated filters (algorithms) to date and work with thousands of human reviewers. Google also has strict policies for joining its ad networks and applies them even where the result is fewer customers and therefore less revenue for Google, because a clean ads system is the priority. For example, Google rejected three million applications to join our ad networks in 2017 alone. If Google detects fraudulent activity, we will rectify the situation as soon as possible including via suspending suspected fraudulent accounts and refunding advertisers.

5.3.3. Existing Laws and Public Agencies

Beyond Google’s internal processes, existing government agencies and bodies, supported by current Australian law, are already equipped to resolve the types of disputes that the Preliminary Report contemplates could be directed to a digital platforms ombudsman. For instance, the Australian Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman provides small businesses with access to dispute resolution services for their dealings with other businesses. It has the authority to direct parties to alternative dispute resolution processes and commonly deals with cases involving online advertising. Similarly, state

---


207 The ACL contains a general prohibition against misleading and deceptive conduct. It also provides mandatory statutory guarantees in connection with the purchase of goods and services, including a guarantee that services provide the results agreed to by the parties. Further, unfair contract provisions in the ACL (in relation to entering standard form contracts), and a general prohibition against unconscionable conduct, provide consumers and small businesses with protection in negotiating and entering commercial agreements.
and territory-level Small Business Commissioners and Fair Trading and Consumer Protection agencies help resolve disputes including those about misleading advertising or misrepresentations in the provision of advertising services. The ACCC is already undertaking significant work in order to prevent scams through its Scamwatch website, the ACCC Scam Intermediaries Pilot Project, and the Scam Awareness Network. In 2017, the ACCC’s Scamwatch webpage received over 2.4 million page views and Google partners with the ACCC on awareness raising activities such as Scam Awareness Week. The OAIC and the Office of the eSafety Commission are also both already empowered to receive complaints from consumers about digital platforms and we work closely with each of them.

6. Review of Media Regulation May be Appropriate in Certain Circumstances

6.1. Aspects of Media Regulation in Australia May Benefit from Review

Google understands that aspects of media regulation in Australia may benefit from review—for example, defamation law, which may need to adjust to modern technology and community expectations.

Any review of media regulation should be conducted with the guiding principle that companies engaged in the same activity should be consistently regulated in respect of that activity. The review should account for differences among online activities, such as the difference between providing links to existing content that has already been generated and the writing of articles and editorial selection. For example, the activities involved in the content generation and editorial selection undertaken by a print or television news publisher (i.e., which story to run and in what order and duration), are quite different from the activities of Google, which simply provides consumers with links to existing content that has already been generated. Any regulation that may be appropriate and necessary for editorial activities may not be appropriate for the surfacing of search results at the direction of the consumer. Regulation could also have unintended consequences on consumers’ ease of access to information and on the ability of search engines to enable this functionality.

Any review should, consistent with the Australian Government Guide to Regulation:

- identify, with clarity, those activities and functions in the production and delivery of media content which, having regard to applicable government policy, law or community expectation, may require regulation;
- undertake the necessary assessment of the alternatives to regulation; and
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assess the cost consequences of any proposed regulation, including by reference to the scope and scale of the identified activities and the nature of the issue which is being addressed.

6.2. Google Supports Extension of the Copyright Act’s Take-Down Scheme to Online Platforms; But Does Not Support a Mandatory Standard

Google does not support the proposed setting of a Mandatory Standard regarding copyright removal requests, as proposed in Preliminary Recommendation 7. A Mandatory Standard would represent a departure from global best practices developed over the last two decades. In addition, the Preliminary Recommendation appears to be based on misinformed third-party submissions. These third-party concerns rely on misunderstandings about the complete set of tools we offer rightsholders and how they work. As explained below, we have developed industry-leading anti-piracy tools and we do not believe the third-party complaints form a proper basis for recommending a separate and inconsistent system from the existing take-down system in the Copyright Act. Such a proposal will necessarily compromise the flexibility and efficiency of the existing tools, as well as their future development, resulting in a system that serves neither rightsholders nor Australian consumers.

6.2.1. Google Provides Rightsholders Robust Tools to Combat Piracy

Google’s anti-piracy tools, such as the YouTube Content ID system, are industry-leading and provide the means to efficiently and effectively deal with copyright infringing content on Google’s properties. Google has a wide range of other anti-piracy initiatives and has developed a variety of product mechanisms to discourage users from infringing on its services and discourage the use of its services to financially support infringing activities. These measures include:

- applying search ranking demotion signals to websites for which Google Search has received a large number of valid copyright take-down notices (in addition to removing the relevant webpages from search results);
- Trusted Copyright Removal Program for Search to facilitate the efficient, automated submission of take-down notices at scale;
- a system to prevent terms closely associated with piracy from appearing in Autocomplete and Related Search in Google Search;
- proactive and reactive measures to ensure Google ad services are not used to support infringing activity;
- Content Verification Program on YouTube to facilitate submission of take-down notices from trusted submitters on YouTube at scale;
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211 Although it is not possible to be certain of the size of the Web, Google estimates that it has grown from at least 1 trillion unique URLs in 2008, to at least 60 trillion unique URLs in 2013, to over 130 trillion unique URLs today.

212 See, Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), Part V Division 2 AA.

213 Content ID is YouTube’s unique software system that was built (and launched in 2007) to help content owners manage if and when copies of their work appear on YouTube. Using Content ID, rightsholders can be automatically notified of user-uploaded videos that contain their creative work and can choose in advance what they want to happen when those videos are detected. See, Google, How Content ID works, https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2797370?hl=en (last visited 18 February 2019).

214 Since 2012, Google has terminated over 13,000 AdSense accounts and ejected more than 100,000 sites from our AdSense program for violations of our policy on copyright material.
● a system on YouTube that creates an electronic hash of each video that is the subject of a copyright take-down to prevent re-uploads of that identical file;

● proactive measures to detect infringing apps on the Google Play App Store; and

● technical restrictions on Google Drive to deter those seeking to use this service to host infringing materials.\(^\text{215}\)

These initiatives and measures were not canvassed in the Preliminary Report, but are relevant to the consideration of whether a Mandatory Standard is necessary.

Webform Removal Notices. To help copyright owners submit copyright removal notices, Google has developed a streamlined submission process. This process is built around an online webform that copyright owners can use to submit removal notices for nearly all of Google’s services.\(^\text{216}\) This webform provides a simple and efficient mechanism for copyright owners from countries around the world to submit notices to us. Since 2011, more than 135,000 different submitters have requested we remove web pages from search results for copyright violations. Google has never charged copyright owners for providing these services, and we continue to invest substantial resources and engineering efforts into improving our procedures for receiving and processing copyright removal notices. YouTube has its own online webform for making copyright removal requests,\(^\text{217}\) as well as several scaled tools that enable bulk reporting.

Trusted Copyright Removal Program. Google also provides a tool for copyright owners with a proven track record of submitting accurate notices and a consistent need to submit large numbers of notices. Google created the Trusted Copyright Removal Program ("TCRP") for Search to further streamline the submission process, allowing copyright owners or their enforcement agents to submit large volumes of take-down requests for webpages on a consistent basis. As of 2017, there were more than 178 TCRP partners, who together submit the vast majority of notices, including several Australian members of TCRP.

“Not in Index” URL removals. Google also processes take-down requests submitted to Search for URLs that have never been included in the Google Search index. We do this so that the URLs that are the subject of the take-down requests never appear in Google Search results—globally. Some organisations submit a substantial number of take-down requests for ‘not-in-index’ URLs. In 2017, three organisations collectively submitted take-down requests for 312,479,799 URLs\(^\text{218}\) that had never appeared in Google Search results.

Content ID and other tools on YouTube. Removal requests are only a small part of the rights management options on YouTube. Over 98% of copyright issues on YouTube are handled through the Content ID system. Content ID scans YouTube’s vast corpus of videos for content that matches


\(^{216}\) The webform is accessible from: https://support.google.com/legal/troubleshooter/1114905 (last visited 14 February 2019).

\(^{217}\) YouTube’s webform is accessible from: https://www.youtube.com/copyright_complaint_form (last visited 14 February 2019).

\(^{218}\) In Australia, the number of take-down requests for URLs not in the Google Search index are a tiny fraction of this amount.
reference files provided by rightsholders, using powerful matching technology. Once a match is found, Content ID allows rightsholders to monetise, track, or block the content.

These actions can be flexibly applied depending on how the content has been used. Rightsholders can configure rules based on the amount of their content used in a video or on the percent of the video their content accounts for. To avoid claiming videos which may not be infringing, Content ID users have the flexibility to review certain claims, rather than taking automated action.

YouTube offers a range of rights management tools appropriate to various circumstances. Some people may have a very infrequent need to make a copyright take-down request and so emailing YouTube at copyright@youtube.com may work best. Others may need to report several URLs at once or want to be sure they include all the information required for a valid take-down request and so YouTube's webform may be their preference. Experienced rightsholders that need a bulk take-down tool can be provided with access to YouTube's Content Verification Program (“CVP”). This program makes it easier to search YouTube and quickly identify allegedly infringing videos. CVP also enables bulk removal requests, contrary to the claims in some submissions that a unique notice is required for every removal request.

In 2018, YouTube launched yet another new tool for rights management, the Copyright Match Tool. The new Copyright Match Tool is designed for smaller creators with a different problem. They often find that other people, whether fans or impersonators, re-upload nearly full copies of their videos, sometimes duplicating their entire channel in an unauthorised manner. The new Copyright Match Tool addresses this problem by using the power of Content ID matching to find these nearly identical re-uploads. Creators can then decide whether to request a take-down, contact the uploader, or do nothing and just archive the match. While this new tool is still being rolled out, there are already nearly 4,000 YouTube channels with access to the Copyright Match Tool that self-reported Australia as their country.

The different options that Content ID gives copyright owners means that it is not only an anti-piracy solution but also a revenue generation tool. Through Content ID creators and rightsholders can earn money even when their work hasn’t been properly licensed by the uploader. In 2017, rightsholders chose to monetise over 90% of all Content ID claims, opening up a range of new revenue streams for themselves. In the music industry, rightsholders choose to monetise over 95% of Content ID claims. Google has paid out over USD$3 billion to rightsholders who have monetised use of their content in other videos through Content ID. The Preliminary Report does not acknowledge any of these benefits. The proposal of a mandatory take-down standard could compromise the flexibility and efficiency of alternative approaches to combating copyright infringement, such as Content ID.

6.2.2. Misunderstandings in Third-Party Submissions

The Preliminary Report refers to third party assertions that Google's take-down procedures are not efficient or effective. Third-parties have asserted that rightsholders must issue individual notices for each infringing act. In addition, criticisms of YouTube Content ID include assertions that: it is only offered to some copyright owners; it is ineffective for live content broadcasts such as sporting events; there is no retrospective remuneration for unauthorised content; and small edits to authorised content may defeat the matching program. Google vigorously disputes those assertions.

As stated above, individual notices are not required for each act of infringement. Numerous scaled tools exist for both Google Services and YouTube and indeed, the primary use of Content ID is to manage one’s rights without individual notices. Google aims to put in place measures that can automate these processes as much as possible.

See, e.g., Free TV, Supplementary submission to ACCC Issues Paper (September 2018), at 13; Foxtel and Fox Sports, Submission to ACCC Issues Paper (April 2018), at 6–8.
**Content ID is effective for live events.** The assertion that Content ID is ineffective at managing rights to live content, such as sporting events, is not accurate. YouTube scans all YouTube live streams for matches to copyrighted content. This includes live broadcasts such as a sporting event or music festival. For instance, in 2018, the Fuji Rock Music Festival was live streamed on YouTube, and the rightholders used Live Content ID to keep unauthorised streams off the platform. Many premier sports leagues such as La Liga in Spain now also use Content ID to automatically detect and block full-length copies of their live-broadcast games. When content from the Content ID database is identified, a placeholder image may replace the live stream until the content is no longer detected. In some cases, infringing live streams may be terminated and the YouTube channel owner may lose access to the live streaming feature.

**Google provides retrospective remuneration.** YouTube shares revenue from advertising that runs on claimed content. If the content is not claimed, then advertisements do not run, and there is no revenue to share. However, since 2016, if a member of our partner program does initially claim the content and run advertisements, and then subsequently a rightholder asserts that its content is present in that video and wishes to claim it, then we have provided “monetisation during dispute” for just this situation. In these cases we will hold revenue generated on that video from the first day the Content ID claim was placed or on the date the dispute is made. Throughout the dispute process, we'll hold the revenue separately and, once the dispute is resolved, we pay it out to the appropriate party.

**Content ID effectively matches slightly edited content.** The ACCC received some complaints that small edits to copyrighted content may defeat Content ID’s matching abilities. These complaints are also misplaced. Having invested over USD$100 million in its development, there is no better audiovisual matching technology in the world. Since 2015 it has been a learning system where each attempt to evade the matching algorithms only teach it how to do better on future examples. Google does not claim the technology is perfect, but the assertion that trivial edits defeat it are incorrect. Google is constantly improving Content ID, including through the use of artificial intelligence, and increasingly infringers are having to resort to such cropped, distorted, or pitch-shifted versions of the original that the content becomes unwatchable.

**Content ID is a powerful enterprise tool.** Some of the third-party criticisms are based on misunderstandings concerning Content ID. It is true that Content ID is not the best tool for everyone. It is an enterprise tool that requires an advanced understanding of copyright law as well as technical and human resources to understand it and use it properly. For example, Content ID can assist with complex rights situations and licensing relationships such as where a partner has rights to content only in certain jurisdictions or shares ownership in other jurisdictions. Given these advanced features and the need to monitor and take action on disputes and potential claims, Content ID is best suited to enterprise partners that can dedicate personnel with sufficient technical and copyright knowledge to these tasks. When Content ID is not used properly, mistakes can be and are made, with serious consequences for other content owners and consumers. For example, non-infringing content might be removed or claimed by an inappropriate party, diverting revenue from its rightful owner. For this reason, YouTube offers
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222 For more information on Content ID and live streams, see, Google, *Copyright issues with live streams and Hangouts On Air*, Youtube Help, https://goo.gl/PH9SZK (last visited 14 February 2019).


224 Eric Limer, *Bogus Copyright Claims Take Down NASA’s Official Mars Landing Video On YouTube*, Gizmodo Australia (7 August 2012),
Certification courses to assist rightsholders in training their operations teams to make use of this powerful tool. Of the over 9,000 YouTube partners using Content ID, there are many sophisticated copyright owners, including major network broadcasters, movie studios, and record labels. As previously discussed, Content ID may not be the best tool for every situation and that is why we provide a broad range of rights management tools tailored to each circumstance.

**Google responds promptly to voluminous take-down requests.** In response to requests from Australian claimants in 2018, when Google removed content, we did so, on average, in a little over 18 hours from the time of the report. When Google did not remove content and responded with either a request for additional information or some other concern, we provided that response, on average, in a little under 51 hours. YouTube’s response times were comparable.

Google’s content removal form allows a claimant to self-report their country. In 2018, across all Google services (such as Search, Drive, Blogger, Photos), excluding YouTube, we received 10,017 copyright removal requests from Australian claimants, reporting 1,542,731 URLs for removal. These included requests received by email to our designated agent, as well as those requests received through scaled processes such as the TCRP. In response to these requests, Google removed 1,530,081 URLs, over 99% of those requested.

In 2018, YouTube received 15,986 copyright removal requests from Australian claimants, requesting removal of 27,415 videos. YouTube removed 25,694 videos—nearly 94% of those requested. Additionally, in 2018, YouTube received 99 copyright removal requests against live streams from Australian claimants and 93 total live streams were removed. Requests that did not result in a removal were due to incomplete information, abuse, or misuse of the process.

The Preliminary Report refers to concerns expressed that removal requests against live-streaming content must be handled particularly swiftly due to the fleeting nature of live content. YouTube has prioritised such requests and in 2018, YouTube answered Australian live stream copyright removal requests, on average, in just two minutes. This turnaround time represents a decision to either remove or request further information, not merely an automated response indicating receipt of the request. In this context, suggestions that YouTube is not diligently handling these requests in a timely manner are simply not credible.

**Lawsuits in foreign jurisdictions are not required to remove content.** The Preliminary Report provides as a key finding that “Rights holders face considerable challenges in enforcing copyright against digital platforms because of the cost and delay involved in bringing court proceedings against overseas-based defendants hosting content outside Australia.” No copyright take-down process at Google requires a rightsholder to bring court proceedings in far-flung jurisdictions. Google removes allegedly infringing content upon valid notice without any requirement of a lawsuit. If an uploader disputes, Google never requires evidence of a lawsuit in the uploader’s home country. Australian rightsholders are free to bring lawsuits in Australia and our practice is to keep disputed content down while such litigation is pending. To the extent that rightsholders choose to pursue litigation in the jurisdiction of the uploader, that is not due to any requirement imposed by Google or YouTube.

6.2.3. Reaching Consensus Through Engagement with Governments and Industry Stakeholders

Google is active in engagement with governments and industry stakeholders all over the world in order to develop global best practices. For example:

- in April 2015, Google participated in the U.S. Department of Commerce’s internet policy task-force multi-stakeholder process to improve the operation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) notice and take-down system, which resulted in a list of best practices for DMCA processes;

- in March 2016, Google partnered with the Australian Digital Alliance to organise a copyright forum in Canberra with the participation of industry leaders, policymakers, and international experts. It provided an opportunity for Australian and New Zealand government officials and advisers to meet with experts on copyright reform and learn from their experiences reforming copyright laws;

- in February 2017, Google joined a voluntary Code of Practice with the Motion Picture Association, British Phonographic Industries Ltd, Microsoft and representatives of other creative industries. As part of the Code, the UK Intellectual Property Office assesses, on a quarterly basis, the effectiveness of Google’s voluntary efforts to combat piracy. Google has passed all independent assessments to date;

- in June 2018, Google joined a broad coalition of advertising businesses, rightsholders and industry groups in signing a voluntary Memorandum of Understanding with the European Commission. It endorses a “follow the money” strategy to stem the flow of ad revenues to sites and apps engaging in piracy and counterfeiting; and

- Google is presently engaged in a further effort of the UK Intellectual Property Office, a Social Media Roundtable, which brings together representatives of large copyright holders as well as individuals from Google, Facebook, and Twitter to identify and address areas for further collaboration on anti-piracy.

Australia’s existing take-down system has been the subject of extensive consideration and review, most recently by the Australian Productivity Commission, which recommended “[t]he Australian Government should expand the safe harbour scheme to cover not just carriage service providers, but all providers of online services.”226 Recommendations relating to Australia’s take-down system should take into account previous inquiries into the area of online copyright infringement, alternative proposals, and the potential consequences and broader implications of any amendments.

A Mandatory Standard would depart from global standards and could cause unintended results. A Mandatory Standard would represent a significant departure from the globally accepted standard for issuing take-down notices that is relied upon by digital platforms, online service providers and content creators around the world. That system has been broadly adopted by many of Australia’s global trading partners including the UK, the EU, Canada, Japan, Singapore and South Korea. This standard requires digital platforms to respond “expeditiously” to disable access to the material that is claimed to be infringing upon notification. Thus, the “expeditious” standard is already followed by digital platforms in numerous other jurisdictions and, as a flexible standard, recognises the complexity that can arise in evaluating a request for removal. A more rigid standard with high fines for errors could incentivise automated
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censorship on an unacceptable scale and a curtailment of innovation and investment in alternative rights management approaches.

As acknowledged in the Preliminary Report, the relevant area of copyright law is complex. This area has been subject to extensive previous inquiries and proposals, which are not canvassed in the Preliminary Report. In particular, there is no discussion of earlier consideration of the issue by Government departments, the Productivity Commission or the Australian Parliament. Australia’s existing take-down system has been endorsed by the Australian Parliament as recently as 28 June 2017 with the passage of the Copyright Amendment (Service Providers) Bill 2017 (Cth). That bill resulted in the expansion of Australia’s take-down system to include service providers in the disability, education and cultural sectors, in addition to commercial ISPs.

In addition to taking into account previous inquiries, any recommendations to amend Australia’s take-down system should consider potential broader consequences and implications, such as on Australia's existing international obligations under the Australia-U.S. Free Trade Agreement. It is widely accepted that Australia is in breach of its obligations under Article 17.11.29 of that agreement. A Mandatory Standard of the kind envisaged in Preliminary Recommendation 7 would do nothing to rectify that breach and would likely compound it.

Additionally, new proposals in this complex policy space should also include an analysis of the abuses and misuses of these processes that are often motivated not by legitimate copyright interests, but by a desire to silence the speech of others. Digital platforms have large teams of individuals reviewing copyright removal requests, at great expense, to guard against such censorship. Google does not detail this issue at length here, but every day our teams encounter malicious and baseless attempts to remove content using copyright removal processes. Individuals and organisations large and small use digital platforms to express themselves and to share content. They should not be subject to a take-down regime that encourages platforms to remove first and ask questions later. Mandatory standards with high fines for errors will make it too risky to attempt to protect the legitimate speech interests of ordinary Australians. Australia’s public dialogue and cultural life will only be diminished by such an approach and therefore it should be rejected.

Google supports extending the Copyright Act’s Safe Harbour Scheme to online service providers.
A more effective response to combating copyright infringement online would be to amend the current Safe Harbour Scheme in the Copyright Act by extending the application of Part V Division 2 AA to a broader set of online service providers so that it covers commercial digital platforms.

An extended Safe Harbour Scheme would give rightsholders an efficient way to seek removal of infringing content. It would also reward online service providers for collaborating with rightsholders by granting legal protection under the Scheme. It would include protections for consumers who wish to challenge incorrect claims of copyright infringement. Robust safe harbours provide legal certainty and minimise
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compliance costs. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach as an alternative to the proposed Mandatory Standard are not canvassed in the Preliminary Report.

Google has developed sophisticated tools for combating piracy online and continually works to improve its technology and practices to benefit rightsholders. We meet globally accepted standards for the removal of infringing content and encourage the ACCC to consider the advantages of extending the Safe Harbour Scheme to digital platforms. Google suggests that a mandatory take-down standard should not be recommended in the Final Report.

7. **Rules Against Browser Default Settings Would Disrupt Procompetitive Benefits for Users and Industry Participants**

The Preliminary Report considers recommending that “suppliers of operating systems for mobile devices, computers and tablets be required to provide consumers with options for internet browsers (rather than providing a default browser)” and that “suppliers of internet browsers be required to provide consumers with options for search engines (rather than providing a default search engine).” The Preliminary Recommendations are inconsistent with the strong competition Chrome faces in browser distribution and the ease with which users are able to switch to their preferred browser and search provider. We also believe that these proposals could undermine the financial incentives that are critical to browser development.

7.1. **Users Can and Do Easily Switch to Their Preferred Service**

Users can and do easily switch their default search provider if the existing default option is not satisfactory to them, meaning that users that keep Google as the default option are likely doing so out of preference rather than inertia. This conclusion is borne out by evidence of user behaviour:

- Google has a high share of search and browsing on Windows PCs, even though Microsoft Edge is preinstalled and set as the default browser, and Bing is the default search service.

- In Korea, Google is a distant third behind Korea-based search providers Naver and Daum. In 2015, Naver and Daum were installed on approximately 70% and 30% of Android smartphones, respectively, despite Chrome being preinstalled and defaulting to Google Search on these devices. According to other sources, Naver’s overall search share (desktop and mobile) has consistently held above 70%.

- Mozilla entered into a deal in 2014 to set Yahoo! as the default search engine on its browser. However, users switched back to Google in such high volumes that Mozilla terminated the deal in 2017, two years ahead of time. It stated in a lawsuit that “Yahoo! Search consistently
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failed to retain users and search volume over time, reducing the potential revenue [for Mozilla] under the Strategic Agreement.”

This evidence of actual user behaviour is consistent with a Eurobarometer survey conducted for the European Commission (“EC”), which found that “nearly eight in ten internet users would probably change search engine if the search results provided were not useful.” Our share of search therefore reflects the quality of our service and user preferences. As the Preliminary Report notes, “the strength of Google’s brand partly reflects the high quality of its search service . . . Google invests a considerable sum each year on improving the quality of its service.”

The Preliminary Report speculates that users “may stick with Google Search rather than switch to Bing if they do not know whether Google provides a higher quality search service than Bing, and substantial information costs would have to be incurred to compare the quality of the two search services.” But the Preliminary Report does not explain why users should face particular costs or difficulties in deciding which service they prefer. Users can easily try out different search services for free, for as long or short as they like, and decide which service they want to use. The Eurobarometer survey conducted for the EC similarly confirms that users will likely try out an alternative if they are dissatisfied with the results that appear. The single paper cited in the Preliminary Report on this issue also acknowledges that “a competitor would easily be able to ‘produce’ products to meet the demand of those who were unsatisfied with Google’s products.”

Experience too shows that users can and do decide which search service best meets their needs. As the Preliminary Report notes, “when Google entered the market, it rapidly overtook the incumbent search services, including those of Yahoo! and AltaVista, principally because it provided a superior relevance algorithm.” That Google is successful today, and that users trust us to provide the most relevant results, is a result of competition, not an impediment to competition.

It is fast and easy for users to access rival services. Even a consumer with “low information-technology skills” can access rival services. Consumers can access rival search services without needing to change the browser default setting in Chrome or Safari. They can (i) use a browser that defaults to a different search engine, such as Microsoft Edge; (ii) type the address of a different search engine in the URL bar (e.g., “Bing.com”); (iii) search for alternatives with a query such as “search engine,” or (iv) download a rival search app – a process that takes a matter of seconds, as the below chart shows, and is trivially easy; users download apps billions of times every year.
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Switching the default search engine is simple and intuitive in Chrome, which offers alternative defaults like Ask, Bing, and Yahoo!. The process for switching the default service is shown below, and only takes seconds. Clicking on “Settings” immediately provides a “Search engine” option, which presents users with a choice of different search engines. These simple steps are also described in countless online articles and videos that are easy to find.

The EC has long recognised the ability of users to “change the default setting and access most competing services through the web browser of a device.”
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Android users also are shown “disambiguation” screens that prompt them to choose which browser or search app should complete a task when two or more are present on the device and neither has been set as default. This Android-specific form of choice screen is also displayed when a user triggers browser or search functionality for the first time after installing a new browser or search app. Examples are shown below.

Finally, it is important to note again that Google faces competitive pressure from more than just general search engines. Even if a user keeps or sets Google Search as the default on their browser, that user is likely choosing many other vertical search providers. Users frequently multithome by using many different services to answer questions, such as the Yelp app for local queries, Tripadvisor.com.au for travel information, britannica.com for scientific and other facts, and Amazon for shopping searches. As in any healthy competitive market, Google has a strong incentive to continue innovating on its search services given the many successful rivals for users, regardless of whether it is set as the default provider in Chrome and Safari.

7.2. Google Faces Significant Competition for Distribution of Chrome

The Preliminary Report’s recommendations are based in part on the assumption that Google has market power in browsers (i.e., that Chrome is dominant). However, Google faces significant competition for distribution of Chrome. Microsoft’s Edge browser comes preloaded on the 80-90% of PCs that run Windows, directing the more than 1.5 billion Windows PC and mobile app users worldwide to Bing. Similarly, Apple preloads its Safari browser on all iOS and MacOS devices.

While it is true that many Android OEMs preload our Chrome browser and set Chrome as the default, this is by choice. We do not restrict Android OEMs from preloading rival browsers and setting them as the default. For example, Samsung preloads its own browser on its Android devices, and often gives it more prominent placement than Chrome. This is significant because Samsung accounted for approximately 46% of Android shipments in Australia from Q4 2017 to Q3 2018, according to IDC data. The following screenshot of Samsung’s out-of-the-box set-up shows that its browser appears on the default home page:
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Additionally, we compete with browser providers such as Firefox and Opera that distribute their browsers directly to users. For example, Opera’s Browser and Mini Browser have each been downloaded more than 100 million times from Google’s Play Store.

Users’ choice to use Chrome as their preferred browser reflects the quality of the browser, not a lack of choice or competition caused by preinstallation or default settings. For example, Chrome is the most frequently downloaded browser on iOS, where it is not preinstalled or set as the default.

7.3. Removing Defaults Would Undermine Incentives to Develop and Distribute Browsers

One of the primary reasons Google developed Chrome was to ensure consumers could access our products and services. When we launched the Chrome browser in 2008 nearly 90% of consumers accessed the Internet through Windows PCs where Internet Explorer had a significant share. We also wanted to make a browser that was open source and better performing than other browsers available at the time in order to spur competition. Today, we continue to improve Chrome to ensure that users can access our products and services. The Preliminary Recommendation to prohibit browsers from offering a
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default search engine would defeat one of the primary reasons we developed Chrome. The requirement would also prevent Microsoft from promoting Bing on its Edge Browser.

The majority of the revenue funding competition in browsers comes from selling the default search setting. Mozilla, Opera, Apple and Samsung all sell the default search position on their browsers and receive a percentage of the search revenue that results from searches accessed through the default. If no browser is able to promote a default search engine, there will be less incentive to develop and improve browsers. For example, Opera’s second quarter 2018 financial results showed that it generated search revenue of USD$19.8 million, while its operating profit in that quarter was USD$10.5 million. Depriving Opera of the ability to earn search revenue would therefore push it from profitable to loss-making. Mozilla’s audited accounts show that 97% of its 2016 revenues came from royalties, and 94% of those revenues came from “contracts with search engine providers.” In other words, it too depends on revenue from selling default search status.

Browser providers also care about the quality of the service that a search engine will provide to their users. When asked why Apple chose Google as the default, CEO Tim Cook explained: “I think their search engine is the best.” Like any participant in a competitive tender process, we bid based on the value we believe we can generate from the opportunity on offer. This process is similar to advertisers bidding to sponsor a sporting event. As the Preliminary Report indicates, Google is able to offer substantial bids for default status because we can monetise search queries efficiently. Less efficient rivals, who monetise their services less well, will likely offer lower bids. This is competition on the merits.

Google has not always won tenders for default status, as many of our rivals have the resources or product differentiation (or both) allowing them to compete and win default status for many different third-party search entry points. For example, as a result of a competitive Microsoft bid, Apple previously set Bing as the default search service for Siri (Apple’s digital assistant), the search bar on iOS devices, and the Spotlight search bar on Mac OS products, only switching these search defaults to Google in 2017. Mozilla struck a deal to make Yahoo! the default search engine provider for its U.S. consumers in 2014. And Brave browser recently announced that it would set Qwant, a French search engine, as the default.

There is also no guarantee that Google will continue to win tenders to be set as the default in the future. For example, Bing has previously been touted as a possible default service on Safari, as have smaller differentiated search providers. Bing is also used to power searches on Amazon’s Echo devices (as
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Apple recently partnered with rival search provider DuckDuckGo to integrate Apple Maps into DuckDuckGo’s search results, which could lay the groundwork for Apple replacing Google as its default search provider. Apple also has considerable resources that would allow it to build its own search provider, as it did when it replaced Google Maps with its own preloaded mapping app on iPhones. These dynamics maintain the pressure on Google to innovate, and to provide high quality search results regardless of its default status. Indeed, Google’s default status on Safari is the outcome of free competition today; not a barrier to rivals expanding tomorrow.

Device manufacturers and operating system developers also sell distribution of the browser or promote their own browsers. Microsoft, Apple, and Samsung all promote their own browsers on their own devices and on their own operating systems (Windows, iOS, Tizen) and earn search revenues associated with the defaults. On Android, OEMs decide for themselves which browser (if any) to set as the default. OEMs are free to install our apps without setting Chrome as the default browser. Google also has not restricted OEMs’ ability to preload rival browsers on their devices that use other search providers as the default. Android OEMs can either promote their own browser (Samsung) or sell distribution of a different browser such as Opera. Contrary to the Preliminary Report’s statement that Chrome is the “default” browser on “a number of operating systems,” Chrome is not the default browser on Windows, iOS, or even on Android devices unless the OEM chooses to make Chrome the default. In each case, the financial incentive to distribute the browser comes from the potential revenues derived from the browser search default.

For the following reasons, the Preliminary Recommendation would be harmful for search providers, browser developers, and OEMs:

- **Search providers.** Google and Microsoft have invested heavily in developing browsers with a view to promoting their search engines as the defaults. The contemplated recommendation would prevent them from doing so, thereby damaging the value of browsers that Google and Microsoft spent years building. In this circumstance, search providers would have less incentive to invest in creating new or improved browsers. Browser innovation would slow.

- **Browser developers.** For many browser developers, a substantial part of their income is based on default deals with search providers. Absent these possibilities, browser developers would likely make a loss, which might limit their long-term viability. This could result in a browser sector with less choice and less competition.

- **OEMs.** OEMs enter into distribution deals with browser and search providers to generate revenue and to create a device experience that is appealing to their consumers. These revenues also help lower device costs. The proposed recommendation would frustrate OEM choice, jeopardise the value of these distribution deals, and harm users.

It is not clear from the Preliminary Report that the ACCC consulted with the browser developers, device makers, and operating system developers whose business models could be adversely impacted by these recommendations.

Finally, the proposed requirement is inconsistent with established competition principles. It effectively imposes a “must carry” obligation on developers of operating systems and browsers without establishing whether their services are essential facilities. Being displayed on a device via a choice screen is not an


“essential input” within the meaning of Australian competition law. Imposing a “must carry” obligation in these circumstances is therefore an unwarranted interference with developers’ freedom to design and manage their own products.

8. Government Price Monitoring Would Not Address Transparency Concerns for Advertisers

In Area for Further Analysis 5, the Preliminary Report raises the question of whether digital advertising intermediary pricing is adequately transparent. The Preliminary Report solicits comments regarding a proposal to require ad tech intermediary services to provide detailed pricing information to a regulatory authority on an annual basis if they exceed a certain revenue threshold in Australia. We support transparency for our customers and partners in a fragmented space, but disagree with the appropriateness of price monitoring as a solution, including some of the factual premises in the Preliminary Report.

Advertisers and publishers are entitled to an accurate understanding of how much they pay for services they use, and we make significant efforts to provide transparency for our services. Any alleged “opacity” of pricing for advertising intermediary services is due more to the variety of services and number of service providers in the programmatic display ad tech stack itself than pricing policies of individual intermediaries. Advertisers and their agencies multi-home among many different vendors and solutions, which contributes to complexity. Indeed, the Preliminary Report identifies a cause of the perceived opacity of pricing as “[t]he complexity and the large number of intermediaries involved in serving some forms of display advertising.” Regulatory price monitoring would not address this issue because it cannot reduce the inherent complexity associated with the number of players involved in a typical programmatic ad placement.

As an illustration, if an advertiser places an ad through a demand-side platform and wins a real-time auction on an ad exchange, each of those intermediaries will charge the advertiser or publisher a fee or revenue share in addition to the actual winning bid. An advertiser may use several DSPs to buy on dozens of exchanges every day. In addition, publisher and advertiser ad servers may charge serving fees. To understand those fees, an advertiser or publisher might need to consult invoices from each of those separate services. This complexity exists because each of the intermediaries provides a distinct service that facilitates a transaction that might not otherwise have occurred, and would persist even if each intermediary were perfectly transparent with its customers.

For its part, Google negotiates contracts with separate pricing for each of its intermediary and other ad tech services. We also provide each of our advertiser and publisher customers with a clear breakdown of the services we have provided and the amount charged for each, rarely using aggregated prices and only at a customer’s request.

While we cannot confirm that other ad tech intermediaries are similarly transparent, in our experience even transparent pricing by intermediaries can be complicated for advertisers to understand when they rely on ad agencies to manage their programmatic ad campaigns. According to a 2016 study, many advertisers have empowered agencies to act on their own when engaged in programmatic media buying.
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enabled by ad tech. Specifically, an advertiser will permit an agency to purchase media on the
advertiser’s behalf, often pooling its purchases on behalf of all clients to secure volume discounts. The
to agency then resells advertising inventory to its clients without disclosing the original purchase price. Advertisers may not be fully aware that this is happening. In some cases, advertisers have explicitly agreed to these practices and limited their own audit rights via contract.

Google considers government price monitoring an inappropriate solution to achieve price transparency for two main reasons. First, the ad tech intermediary services industry is already evolving in a way to resolve some of the complexity and associated pricing opacity. Although some successful companies offer only one product in the ad tech stack, there are several ad tech intermediary service providers that are vertically integrating to offer a suite of services, just like Google. This has in part happened through consolidation. For example, AT&T formed Xandr after acquiring AppNexus and Time Warner; Verizon Media Group was formed by Verizon after acquiring Yahoo! and AOL; Adobe acquired leading video DSP TubeMogul in 2016 and also offers a data management platform and marketing mix optimisation technologies; and mobile ad tech firm Amobee was acquired by the telecommunications giant Singtel in 2012, which also recently acquired popular ad tech companies Turn and Videology. Advertisers have welcomed this development because it reduces fragmentation, complexity, double marginalisation issues, and improves pricing transparency.

Second, price monitoring imposes burdens. Complying with monitoring requirements tends to require affected companies to calculate and track more and different information than they would otherwise maintain and to establish special processes for reporting it to the monitor. Over time, the burdens of doing so could become significant. Depending on the level of burden, firms that fall below the monitoring threshold might even be deterred from expanding their businesses to avoid the compliance costs. Given
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the nature of the ad tech intermediary services and the issues outlined above, the costs of price monitoring would outweigh any hypothesised benefits.

9. **Google Provides Advertisers Accurate, Independently Verifiable Measurement in a Privacy Protective Manner**

Google has strong incentives to both combat ad fraud and provide advertisers with trusted, accurate measurement solutions. Failing to do so would make advertisers less willing to advertise with Google (and could reduce their overall trust in the online advertising ecosystem). That would imperil a key source of revenue for Google. Google therefore has worked hard to develop effective measurement tools for its advertisers that are independently verified. We have also worked to develop partnerships with leading measurement technology providers to deliver third-party measurement solutions in a way that gives advertisers the ability to obtain independent measurement data if they so choose, whilst protecting user privacy.

Google participates in a variety of established industry organisations dedicated to combating ad fraud and developing industry standards for accurate, uniform ad measurement. For example, the Media Rating Council ("MRC") is an independent body that oversees the process of developing standards in line with industry best practices, ensures compliance with those standards, and works with its membership to enhance compliance tools and collaborate on continually improving standards and practices. MRC accreditations require a rigorous vetting process, which consists of a full independent audit and a vote in favour of accreditation from MRC’s 160+ members. MRC members include leading advertisers and traditional media publishers like Unilever, Fox Sports, CBS, and Group M. Australia’s leading advertising bodies recognise and are aligned with the MRC’s standard for measuring advertising viewability. Google has obtained MRC accreditation for over 30 distinct measurement solutions, covering all of our billable metrics (such as clicks, impressions, and viewability) across search, video, and display for products including Google Ads, Google Marketing Platform, and Google Ad Manager.

Google has similarly been certified by other trusted independent bodies including the Interactive Advertising Bureau ("IAB"), which works with 650 leading media and technology companies to develop
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industry standards and best practices in digital advertising. For example, the IAB partnered with the Australian Association of National Advertisers (“AANA”) and the Media Federation of Australia to develop the Australian Digital Advertising Practices as well as with the American Association of Advertising Agencies (“4A’s”) and the Association of National Advertisers to create the Trustworthy Accountability Group (“TAG”) Certified Against Fraud Program.

We participate in these programs along with publishers and advertisers to help build trust and instill confidence in digital advertising. Many of our in-house subject matter experts are active participants in topical working groups, and we follow the guidelines established by these bodies.

In addition to our own accredited measurement solutions, we have partnered with over 20 leading third-party measurement partners to provide independent measurement offerings. These offerings give customers more choice and another independent method to verify the success of their advertising campaigns. They include integrations with Moat, Integral Ad Science, and DoubleVerify, three popular third-party measurement services, to enable independent viewability reporting on YouTube and the Google Display Network (Google’s display ad network for third-party publishers). We have announced upcoming independent audits of, and MRC accreditation for, those partner integrations, among others. MRC accreditation will provide advertisers with additional confirmation, from a source independent of Google, that Google’s integrations provide accurate information to the measurement partners’ own systems.

Together, our MRC-accredited metrics as well as third-party partnerships ensure our measurement solutions are trusted, align with industry standards, and can be compared across providers. As the chief brand officer of Procter & Gamble said in a statement, Google’s announced MRC accreditations will “bring more media transparency” and “should make a positive impact on creating a clean and productive media supply chain.”
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Notably, none of the concerns noted by the Preliminary Report regarding overstated metrics or otherwise misleading advertisers are supported by any specific allegations against Google. For example, the Preliminary Report points to concerns that some sites are over-reporting their number of visitors or counting bot-generated views. However, none of the complaints cited by the Preliminary Report allege that Google does either of those things or otherwise provides inaccurate metrics. Indeed, as discussed above, we take such concerns seriously and have invested heavily for years in both preventing such errors and assuring advertisers of the reliability of our metrics.

Google has a strong competitive incentive to make those investments and prevent mis-measurement. The types of measurement concerns discussed in the Preliminary Report are most common in display advertising, in which page views or impressions are the most common metric for payment, as opposed to a metric like clicks, which is more prevalent in search advertising. The Preliminary Report observes, with the exception of Facebook, the supply of display advertising is "highly fragmented" in Australia, estimating that "no other firm has a market share of more than five per cent." Given this fragmented and competitive environment, Google could not afford to offer inferior measurement solutions, much less to engage in over-reporting performance of its display ads. If advertisers are unsatisfied with the accuracy of our display metrics, they can and will simply take their business elsewhere. That creates a strong, market-based incentive for Google to invest and innovate in this area, which is reflected in the continually improving measurement solutions for our advertising products.

The Preliminary Report cites submissions from Free TV Australia which describe what Free TV views as deficiencies in how online ads are measured relative to the measurement of its members’ television ads. Free TV argues that large digital publishers should be required to “natively deploy accredited third-party” software development kits (“SDKs”) to enable external measurement. The fact that Free TV would prefer an SDK-based approach, however, does not mean that other alternatives are necessarily inferior or insufficient. Google makes use of a variety of measurement solutions that offer equally accurate and verifiable results.

Moreover, Free TV’s preferred method does not take into account the significant privacy concerns that such an approach would generate for consumers. For example, Google gathers a range of information about users who view videos on YouTube, in accordance with its Privacy Policy, and uses it as permitted by the user. This includes information regarding the user’s IP address, the search query that led to the page view and other user data legitimately viewed as personal, including content viewed on YouTube that could reveal sensitive information about the user. Free TV’s method would create privacy and security risks for YouTube and its users.

SDKs can pose a significant risk of leaking consumer data. To avoid these risks, we ensure the availability of other third-party measurement solutions. Those alternatives seek to balance quality measurement for advertisers with rigorous protection of user privacy, whereas SDKs inherently involve
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sharing user data with third-parties, which can put such data at risk. Particularly in such a competitive market, there is no need to compel the use of one approach or another. Publishers compete for advertising dollars on many attributes including the options to allow advertisers to measure their campaigns. Advertisers are able to shift their spend to publishers that offer their desired measurement tools, including SDKs.

Ultimately, as the Preliminary Report observes, measuring the effectiveness of advertising is a ubiquitous challenge that is more than a century old and is far from unique to digital advertising. The continued growth of advertising, particularly digital advertising, despite those issues, is empirical proof that the problem is not insurmountable—advertisers clearly believe that they are receiving significant measurable value from digital ads. Nor have measurement concerns stifled competition in either online or offline markets. Indeed, if anything, the success of online advertising is at least in part due to its superior ability to demonstrate verifiable return-on-investment for advertisers, compared with earlier offline formats. We believe regulatory mandates in this space would be unnecessary and potentially counter-productive. However, we remain open to continue engagement with the ACCC on this issue.

10. Competition in Advertising and Related Intermediary Services has Benefitted Advertisers and Publishers

As discussed above, the ACCC and other enforcement agencies, courts and commentators have long recognised that vertical integration often promotes competition by reducing costs, lowering prices, and enhancing the customer experience. The Preliminary Report likewise recognises that “[b]undling and tying are common commercial arrangements which usually do not harm competition and in many scenarios promote competition by offering consumers more compelling offers.” The ACCC nevertheless is evaluating whether Google’s bundling of ad inventory and intermediary services could lessen competition, though it “has not yet reached a concluded view.”

The examples of purported bundling and tying practices in the Preliminary Report point to procompetitive practices, such as Google’s offering of “convenient one-stop shop” services, a suite of “intermediary services across all functional levels of the programmatic supply chain,” and “enhance[d]” offerings that provide “higher levels of targeting.” These practices are beneficial to advertisers and publishers and contradict the suggestion in the Preliminary Report that “there is likely to be less competition in the supply of intermediary services than otherwise might exist in a competitive market.” That is especially so given the lack of any evidence that other parties have been foreclosed. Indeed, the Preliminary Report
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notes that there have been no submissions from third-party intermediaries, which would be the foreclosed parties in case of anticompetitive tying or bundling.  

ACCC guidance recognises that tying and bundling can reduce competition only in the "limited circumstance" that the firm has a substantial degree of market power in the tying or bundled product.  

The requisite market power is lacking here. The purported bundling or tying practices outlined in the Preliminary Report primarily relate to display advertising and advertising intermediary services (not search advertising). As is evident from the finding in the Preliminary Report that Google accounts for five percent or less of revenues of display advertising,  Google does not have market power in display advertising. Nor does Google have market power in the provision of intermediary advertising products.

The Preliminary Report cites a claim by “media companies” that “if they want access to video advertising, they are effectively required to use Google’s intermediary services,” referring to YouTube’s advertising inventory. This is not accurate because advertisers can purchase YouTube inventory directly from Google, without going through intermediary services. Advertisers can also make direct deals with certain YouTube content creators without going through buy-side or intermediary Google ads services.  

Moreover, Google, like any other seller of advertising space, can and should be able to choose the channels through which we sell our ad inventory.

The YouTube example illustrates that the bundling practices that third-parties take issue with do not involve market power and thus cannot be anticompetitive. If advertisers want to place video advertisements, but do not want to work with YouTube, they can place their ads on any number of other high-trafficked sites, including Facebook, other video sites such as Hulu, Twitch, and Yahoo! View and news sites such as News Corp or Fairfax. Indeed, virtually any website or mobile app offers the capacity for video advertising inventory. Media companies in particular are well-positioned to place video advertisements directly into their websites, catch-up TV offerings, or into broadcast or cable TV. Advertisers can avoid any attempt to “force” them to use Google’s intermediary services by simply placing their ads elsewhere.

The Preliminary Report suggests that Google “enjoy[s] strong advantages in the supply of [advertising] intermediary services products because of [its] substantial market power in search . . . advertising,” and that “most of Google’s inventory” is “only accessible through [its] proprietary platforms.”  

But the “intermediary services products” referred to in the Preliminary Report are overwhelmingly, if not exclusively, used in connection with display advertising, not search advertising. Google does not require advertisers who want to purchase search advertising to also buy display advertising or use Google’s ad intermediary services. Therefore, regardless of the Preliminary Report’s views on the strength of Google’s search advertising business, Google’s search advertising inventory would not give advertisers additional reasons to use Google’s intermediary services. And our owned and operated display inventory,
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for its part, is simply not sufficiently significant to advertisers to result in anticompetitive effects, as the Preliminary Report observed.\textsuperscript{305}

The other views in this section of the Preliminary Report describe “competitive advantages” that Google supposedly enjoys from things like the range of intermediary services we offer and the data we collect.\textsuperscript{306} But the Preliminary Report does not claim those advantages lead to or result from an abuse of market power. To the contrary, they reflect our efforts to offer better products to consumers. We offer a range of intermediary services that run on the same technical infrastructure so that our customers experience less latency and fewer glitches. In addition, the integration between our different services enables us to offer more comprehensive troubleshooting support to publishers, and maintain a higher standard of user experience, which benefits publishers, users, and advertisers.

Of course, advertisers and publishers have different preferences when it comes to intermediary services. Some prefer to use multiple services from one vendor, and therefore find our ability to offer a suite of intermediary services appealing. Many others, however, prefer mixing and matching among different vendors, and might choose Google for some but not other intermediary services. Responding to that demand, we have built over 100 different integrations with different ad servers, exchanges, supply side platforms ("SSPs"), DSPs, data management platforms ("DMPs"), ad measurement platforms and others offered by Google’s competitors. Many advertisers also use multiple vendors for the same intermediation needs (a practice called “multi-homing”), thereby increasing competition at each level of the ad tech stack. For example, the 100 largest U.S. advertisers on Pathmatics (a digital marketing platform) each use an average of four different DSPs to manage their bids for ad inventory across different ad exchanges.\textsuperscript{307} Similarly, the 500 largest U.S. publishers each use an average of six different SSPs to manage their ad inventory sales across different ad exchanges.\textsuperscript{308}

The Preliminary Report refers to feedback that the ad intermediation firms listed in Table 3.1 of the Preliminary Report are smaller and less attractive than integrated players.\textsuperscript{309} This feedback is inconsistent with our own experience in the marketplace, where we face formidable competition from the ad intermediation firms listed in Table 3.1 and observe shifts in spend to competitor intermediary services regularly. Notably, several of the intermediary firms listed in Table 3.1 are also vertically integrated and owned by major corporations that have been investing billions of dollars to expand into online advertising, including AT&T, Verizon, Oracle, Comcast, and Adobe.

The result is a highly competitive intermediary services sector, with repeated instances of new entry and repositioning. Advertisers’ ability to multi-home further reduces barriers to competition. If Google or any other intermediary service provider were to try to increase prices, reduce the quality of their services or impose unwarranted contractual terms (including undesired bundling or tying), customers would quickly switch to other intermediary services.

\textsuperscript{305} Id. at 59.

\textsuperscript{306} Id. at 84.

\textsuperscript{307} eMarketer, \textit{Average Number of DSPs Used by US Advertisers, Jan 2016-April 2018 (among the largest 100 advertisers on the Pathmatics platform)}, eMarketer Charts (29 May 2018),

\textsuperscript{308} Ross Benes, ‘More isn’t always better’: Publishers cut their SSPs by 20 percent this year, DIGIDAY (13 December 2017),
\url{https://digiday.com/media/isnt-always-better-publishers-cut-ssps-20-percent-year/}.

\textsuperscript{309} Preliminary Report at 74-75.
11. **The Australian Consumer Law, Including the Unfair Contracts Regime, is Effective**

The Preliminary Report recommends that contract terms contained in a standard form agreement which are ‘unfair’ should attract civil pecuniary penalties under the Australian Consumer Law. At present, unfair contract terms can be held to be void and unenforceable, but they do not attract a civil penalty. The Preliminary Report also considers the merits of a general prohibition against the use of unfair practices.

Google considers that the existing unfair contracts regime and the related protections in the Australian Consumer Law are working effectively for consumers and businesses. The Preliminary Report identifies potential consumer issues applicable to data-focused industries but does not provide evidence that the existing law is insufficient to protect consumers. If the Final Report concludes that further review is warranted, this should not be undertaken in the context of digital platforms alone because consumer laws rightly apply across the economy. Considering these issues in the context of the Digital Platforms Inquiry alone risks ignoring the valid viewpoints of many Australian businesses and consumers.